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SUMMARY 

The first half of 1964 saw the unfolding of an intensive debate and 
planning effort within the Johnson Administration concerning the desira
bility, limitations , and risks of mounting major military pressures 
against North Vietnam. Actual U.S. involvement in SEA increased only 
slightly during this period. 

The single notable element of actual increased U.S. involvement 
during this period was a program of covert GVN operations, designed to 
impose "progressively escalating pressure" upon the North, and initiated 
on a small and essentially ineffective scale in February. The active 
U.S. role in the few covert operations that were carried out was limited 
essentially to planning, e~uipping, and training of the GVN forces in
volved, but U.S. responsibility for the launching and conduct of these 
activities .vas une~uivocal and carried "lith it an implicit symbolic and 
psychological intensification of the U.S. commitment. A firebreak had 
been crossed; andy the U. S. had embarked on a program that "las recognized 
as holding little promise of achieving its stated objectives, at least 
in its early stages. Thus, a demand for more was stimulated and an 
expectation of more was aroused. 

The demands came -- mostly from U.S. officials in Saigon and 
Washington and mostly because of the felt need to do something about a 
deteriorating situation in SVN -- to increase the intensity of the covert 
operations and to change from covert to overt action . The Khanh govern
ment, it should be noted, opposed these demands on the grounds that it 
.. TOuld expose the vulnerable GVN to greater pressures from the enemy. 
With each successive "crisis " -- recognition of insufficient intelligence 
on the nature and scope of the infiltration (December through May), 
realization of dramatic communist gains in SVN (February), threats of 
major cormnunist advances in Laos (late May) -- the demands were redoubled 
and intensified. The basic assumption underlying these demands "TaS that 
the DRV, faced with the credible prospect of losing its industrial and 
economic base through direct attack, would halt its support of the in
surgencies in Laos and South Vietnam. 

Beginning in early February, a series of valuable studies and 
planning exercises were undertaken, with participation of all national 
security agencies, to exa.mine the ,'Thole panoply of problems -- objectives, 
options, effects, costs, and risks -- of mounting overt coercive pressures 
against the North. The planning effort served to develop consensus on 
some issues, including the recognition that 11.illi tive action in the North 
"Tould be, at bes~, complementary to successful counterinsurgency in the 
South. It also surfaced significant differences among the participants 
in the planning effort and in the broader debate that ensued, in their 
respective approaches to "pressure planning" as "Tell as in the substan
tive .content of their recommendations. Thus, the JCS viewed the planning 
task as preparation of an action program for near-term implementation, and 
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their recommendations tended toward immediate and forceful military 
measures. The State-ISA planning group, on the other hand, viewed it as 
a contingency planning exercise and its scenarios and recommendations 
stressed a more deliberate, cautious approach, carefully tailoring pro
posed U.S. actions in SEA to the unique politi~al context of each country. 
Ambassador Lodge, in turn, developed yet a third "carrot and stick" 
approach, stressing a diplomatic effort at persuasion, i.e., combining a 
threat of punitive strikes with an offer of some economic assistance to 
the DRV. 1~ese divergences in approach and concept persisted, though 
varying in degree and emphasis, throughout the planning period. 

By June, with increasing recognition that only relatively heavy 
levels of attack on the DRV would be likely to have any significant com
pelling effect, with a greater awareness of the many imponderables raised 
by the planning effort, and with the emergence of a somewhat more hopeful 
situation in SVN and Laos, most of the Presidel1t's advisers favored 
'holding off on aJ1Y attempts to pressure North Vietnam through overt mili-
tary operations. Only the JCS, Arnbassador Lodge, and Halt Rostow continued 
to advocate increased military measures, and even Rostm'T qualified his 
recommendations with the claim that a firm public stance, and supporting 
actions giving the impression of increased military operations, would be 
the best assurance of avoiding having to employ them. Moreover, most of 
the advisers recognized the necessity of building firmer public and con
gressional support for greater U.S. involvement in SEA before any wider 
military actions should be undertaken. 

Accordingly, with the political conventions just around the corner 
and the election issues regarding Vietnam clearly dralfll, the President 
decided against actions that would deepen the U.S. involvement by 
broadening the conflict in Laos, Cambodia or North Vietnam. In hi s view', 
there were still a number of relatively mild military and intensified 
political actions in the South open to him that would serve the national 
interest better than escalation of the conflict. 
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CHRONOL.OGY 

EVENT OR 
DOCUMENT 

NSAM 52 

CINCPAC OPLAN 
34-63 

Diem overthro,m 

Vietnam Policy 
Conference , 
Honolulu 

President Kennedy 
Assassinated' 

NSAM 273 

State Department 
Views on Operations 
in L.aos 

viii 

DESCRIPTION 

Authori zed CIA-sponsored covert 
operations against NVN. 

JCS approved this program for 
non-attributable "hit and run" 
GVN covert operations against 
NVN, supported by U.S. military 
advisory materiel and training 
assistance. 

Military j unta led by General Minh 
assumed control. 

During high-level USG discussions 
of the probable consequences, 
political and military, of Diem's 
downfall, conferees agreed mili
t ary operations against the Viet 
Cong had not been and ,·[ould not 
be particularly upset by the 
changed political situation . 
Development of a combined MACV
CAS program for covert operations 
against NVN was directed. 

Authorized planning for specific 
covert op erations, graduated in 
intensity,against the DRV. 

State ( and ISA) opposed overt. 
military operations in Laos. 
Extension of CIA-spons ored covert 
activity in Laos 1vas okayed: this 
neither threatened Souvanna 's 
sovereignty nor openly violated 
the Geneva Accords 'I,.".hich State 
termed basic to eventual political 
stability in the region. 
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EVENT OR 
roCUMENT 

OPLAN 34A Submitted 
by CINCPAC 

Memo for the 
Director , CIA 

Krulak Committee 
Report 

ix 

DESCRIPTION 

The MACV-CAS plan providing a 
"spectru,'U of capabilities for the 
RVNAF to execute against North 
Vie-~nam" was forwarded to the 
JCS with CINCPAC's comment that 
only air attacks and a few other 
"punitive or attritional" opera 
tions were likely to achieve the 
stated objective of convincing 
Hanoi to cease supporting insur 
gents in SVN and Laos . 

Assessing "Probable Reactions to 
Various Courses of Action with 
Respect to North Vietnam" the 
Board of National Estimates studied 
13 proposed covert operations . 
The BNE did not think any would 
convince NVN to change its poli 
cies . Hanoi ' s r eaction to them 
was forecast as mild . 

"Least risk" activities drawn 
from the 2062 in OPL~N 34A formed 
the basis of a l2-month, three 
phase program of covert operations. 
M.A.CV vrould exercise opera tiona.l 
control, CAS and CINCPAC would 
train and equip the GVN or third
nation personnel involved . Phase 
One (February-May ) included intelli 
gence collection (through U- 2 
and special intelligence missions}, 
psychologi cal operations and some 
20 "des tructive" undertakings . 
Similar operations ,wuld be in
creased in nwnber and intensity 
dur~ng H1ases Two and Three; 
destructive acts vTould be extended 
to targets "identified with North 
Vietna,m's economic and industrial 
well-being . " Committee members 
r easoned ~hat Hanoi attached great 
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EVENT OR 
DOCUMENT 

JCSM 46-64 

Coup in Saigon 

Situation in Laos 
and South Vietnam 

OPIAN 34A 

Lodge Msg . to 
McGeorge Bundy 

NSC Meeting 

x· 

DESCRIPTION 

importance to economic development, 
t hat progressive damag~ to the 
econow~ - or its threatened destruc
tion - would convince Hanoi t.o 
cancel support of insurgency. But 
the committee cautioned, even 
successful execution of the program 
might not induce Hanoi to "cease 
and desist ." 

Criticizing "self- imposed restric 
t ions" on operations i n Laos , 
arguing that Laotian security 
depended on that of South Vietnam, 
the JCS requested authority to 
i nitiate reconnaissance operations 
over and into Laos . Without them 
the task in Vietnam was made 
"more complex; time consuming ... 
more costly ." 

Minh ' s junta was ousted by one 
headed by General Khan~ . 

NVA troop influx into Laos rose 
significantly and a similar rise 
was feared in SVN; Viet Cong o 
terrorism continued to increase. 

Phase One of the covert activities 
program began. 

Ambassador Lodge urged adoption 
of a "carrot and stick" approach 
to North Vietnam (first presented 
to Governor Harriman on 30 October 
1963) . Lodge envisaged secret 
contact \yith Hanoi to demand NVN . 
cease supporting the Viet Cong o 
In exchange the U. S. would offer 
economic aid (especially food 
i mports ). If Hanoi refused the 
offe~ , previously threatened 
punitive strikes would be initiated . 
The U. S. vTOuld not publi cly admit 
to the attacks . 

Presiden~ Johnson ordered more 
rapid contingency planning for 
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DOCUMENT 

Draft 
Presidential 
Memorandum 

JCSM 159-64 

Director, DIA 
Memorandum for. 
the Secretary 

xi 

DESCRIPTION 

pressures - covert and overt -
against North Vietnam and ordered 
pressures shaped to produce the 
maximum credible deterrent effect 
on Hanoi. 

This decision reflects the con
vergence of (1) fear that the 
Laos situation could get worse; 
(2) knowledge that this l-TQuld 
affect U.So operations and poli
cies in Vietnam; (3) recognition 
that more U.S. military assistance 
to the GVN 1vas required to execute 
OPLAN 34A; (4) and the increasing 
articulation by policy mal\:ers (JCS, 
SecState) of a direct relationship 
between the challenge of halting 
NVN assistance to insurgents and 
broader U.S. strategic i nterests . 
Together, these f actors increased 
the attractiveness of proposals 
for punitive, overt actions 
against NVN . 

State recommended 12 F-IOO's be 
deployed to Thailand to deter 
further NVN activity in Laos and 
to signal U.S. determination. . 

"Steps to Improve the Situation 
in Southeast Asia with Particular 
Reference to Laos" asked authority 
to initiate lOiv-level reconnais
sance flights over Laos for intelli
gence collection and to visibly _ 
display U. S. po,.rer. The JCS argued 
the "root of the problem i s in 
North Vietnam and must be dealt 
'Ivith there," but if operations 
aga;_nst NVN had to .be ruled out, 
operations in Laos must not be. 
They urged that Laos and South 
Vietnam be treated as an integrated 
theatre. 

Reporting on I1North Vietnamese 
Support to the Viet Cong and 
Pathet Lao," DIA said certain 
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EVENT OR 
DOCUl1EI'IT 

I nterim Report: 
tlAlternatives for 
the Impos ition of 
Measured Pressure 
against NVN II 

Embassy Vient i ane 
l1essage 927 for 
SecState 

xii 

DESCRIPTION 

tlintelligence gaps tl related to kinds 
and amounts of arms , s'upplies and 
men infiltrating SVN through .Laos. 
The JC S favored closing such gaps 
by overt military operations; State 
opposed . 

An Interagency Study Group under 
State 's Vietnam Cow~ittee list ed 
these as U.S. objectives: make 
Hanoi cease support of the Viet 
Cong ; strengthen GVN and Asian 
morale and reduce VC morale; prove 
to the. world U.S. determination 
to oppose Communist expansion . 

Military means to attain those ob
j ectives "lvere explored -- ranging 
from the air defense of Saigon 
and US/GVN cross··border operations 
to the massive deployment of U.S. 
ground troops and air strikes 
against North Vietnam . The group 
believed QDilateral U.S. actions 
would not compel Hanoi to call of~ 
t he Viet Cong (and doubted Hanoi 
could do that an~vay); operations 
against NVN vJ~re termed no substi
tute for successful counterinsur
gency in SVN . 

HOI.!ever, expanded acti vi ty could 
demonstrate U.S. pOlver, determi
nation and restraint to the world , 
reduce somevrhat NVN support to the 
Viet Cong , cause I I some reduction" 
Viet Cong morale, and possibly 
improve the U.S. negotiating 
pos ition. liNe,·, U. S. bolstering 
actions ll in South Vietnam and 
considerable improvement of the 
sit1l.ation there "lvere reCluired to 
r educe VC activity and make victory 
on the ground possibl e , according 
to the report. 

Reasoned.that if current USG 
policy tovT2..rd Laos is changed 
( e . g ., if the Geneva Accords 
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EVENT OR 
DOCUMENT 

JCSM 168-64 

JCSM 174-64 

Lodge Msg . for 
the President 
(State 1757) 

SecDef Memo for 
the President 

xiii 

DESCRIPI'ION 

were openly violated), large 
numbers of U. S. troops will 
eventually be required to enforce 
poli~ical stability. 

Requesting "Removal of Restric 
tions for Air and Ground Cross 
Border Operations ," the Joint 
Chiefs said direct action had 
to be taken to convince NVN the 
U.S. was determined to eliminate 
the i nstITgents ' Laotian sanctuary . 
I! ••• The time has come to lift 
the re strictions which limit 
the effectiveness of our military 
operations. 1! 

The Chiefs recommended direct 
strikes against North Vietnam . 
In line with their view (JCSM 
159-64) that the "root of the 
problem was North Vietnam, the 
JCS justified the need for overt 
action against ~~N on two grounds : 
first, to support the short - term 
policy obj ecti ve of stopping ' 
Hanoi ' s aid to the insurgents ; 
second, to support the l ong-range 
obj ecti ve of forcing a cha.nge in 
DRV policy by convincing Hanoi 
the U.S. was determined to oppose 
aggress ion in Southeast Asia . 

Reiterating his preference for 
the " carrot and stick" approach 
to Hanoi, Lodge opposed initiation 
of overt actions against North 
Vietnam . 

Reporting on his r ecent trip to 
Honolulu and Saigon, McNamara 
recommended against overt actions 
(U. e. or GVN) against NVN "e.t 
this time" because of the problems 
of justification , co~munist escala
tion and pressures for premature 
negotiations . McNamara felt the 
practical range of overt actions 
did not allow assured achievement 
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EVENT OR 
DOCUMENT 

NSAM 288 

Presidentis Message 
to Lodge (state 1454) 

DESCRIPl'ION 

of pract ical U.S. objectives. (Like 
the Interagency Group, the Secre
tary distinguished behleen the 
stated aim of eliminating Hanoi's 
control of the Viet Cong and the 
practical objective of building 
the morale of the Khanh regime 
while eroding VC morale.) 

The Secretary did favor military 
action against NVN in Laos. He 
recommended initiation by GVN 
forces of 'thot pursuit ll and small
scale operations across the Laotian 
border, plus continuation of U.S. 
high-level reconnaissance flights 
over Laos. He recommended the 
U.S. prepare planning for 72-hour 
readiness to initiate Laos .and 
Cambodian border control actions 
and prepare plans for II r etaliatory 
actions II (overt high and/or 10l·r level • 
l~econnaissa.r).ce flights, IIti t-for-tatll 
bombing strikes, conunando raids) 
against NVN . He also recommended · 
planning for 30 days' readiness to 
initiate the IIprogram of Graduated 
Overt Military Pressure ll against 
North Vietnam. * 

Approved Mr. McNamara's report and 
his twelve recorrunendations to im
prove the military situation. 
Planning vTaS to IIproceed energeti
cally. II 

On North Vietnam, the President -
indicated agreement with Lodge's 
IIcarrot and stickH approach and 
said he had reserved judgment on 
overt U.S. measures against NVN. 

On Laos, the President said he ,-ras 
reluctant to inaugurate overt ac
tivities QDless or until he had 
Souvanna's support and a stronger 
case had been made for the necessity 
of overt operations. Otherwise the 

* Here McNomara probably referred to the various plans for graduated pressure 
·against NVN then being discussed ; no actuaJ. IIprogram ll had yet been finalized 
or approved . 
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DESCRIPrION 

President felt such action. H ••• 

might have only limited military 
effect and could trigger vrider 
Co:mrr..unist action in Laos. H 

Reported GVN-RLG agreement on po
litical and military issues . Dip
lomatic relations had been reestab
lished. Laos granted free passage 
into southern Laos to GVN forces, 
the right to bomb infiltrat ion 
areas ,vith unmarked T-28s and to 
conduct hot pursuit, cormnando raids 
and sabotage operat ions '\d thout 
limitH into Laotian territory to 
combined RLG-GVN units. A combined 
Laotian-Vietnamese staff was to be 
created . 

The JCS directed CINCPAC to begin 
HPlanning Actions, Vietnam" in 
line Id th Recommendat ions 11 and 
12 of NSAM 288. The program was 
to"permit sequential implementationH 

of three actions (border controls, 
retaliatory cross-border operations 
with 72-hour responsiveness, gradu
ated overt military pressures 
against TI:'Vl:lf Ivi th 30-days r espons i ve
ness). 

Confirmed that actions Ivith North 
Vietnam as the t~rget mentioned 
in N~~1 288 were regarded strictly 
as contingency planning and that 
interagency study vTaS so oriented. 

State/ISA planners presented three 
papers. The first was a scenario . 
for current actions (political 
steps to increase Congressional 
and internat ional understanding of 
U.S. aims plus continued military 
action by GVN ,dth U. S. advisory 
assista."lce). The second scenario 
called for overt GVN/covert U,S. 
action against INN (characterized 
by the GVN -USAF FARHGATE operation); 
it emphasized political initiatives 
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Saigon Conference 
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DESCRIPI'ION 

which 'l-Tould surface in Saigon and 
thus retain credibility for GVN 
sovereignty. The third scenario 
-- associated 'l-Tith overt U. S. 
response to DRV - CHICOl'1 escalation 
-- also included diplomat i c and 
political preparations for overt 
U.S. activity . 

Commenting on the 31 March scenario , 
the J oint Staff outlined a continu
ally intensifying program of mili
t ary pressures -- and gradually 
increasing U. S. military involve 
ment. . J -5 urged the 31 March 
scenario be fused ,'lith OPLAN 37-64 
and border control operations be 
moved into the scenario for the 
current time period . Approximate 
time-phas ing of the draft ' s then 
separate scenarios was recommended . 

Reflecting the JCS influence to"rard 
development of a continuous . 
s cenario, current political ac 
tivities were treated in a separate 
section, "Steps Hhich Should be 
Taken Nov[ ." The other political
military scenarios included i ncreased 
FARMGATE operat ions , separate 
Laotian and Cambodian border control 
actions, separate GVN retaliatory 
actions against fNN, and graduated 
overt U. S. military pressures 
against NV11. The detailed scenario 
for GVN/FARMGATE operat ions "Tas 
given D-Day minus X time-phas ing; 
apparently it was the basis for dis
cussions held in Saigon on 19-20 
April. 

Scenarios and other issues were dis
cussed by Lodge, William Bundy, Rusk, 
Wheeler , and others . Lodge objected 
to planning for - or adopting -
massive publicity and massive de 
struction actions before trying a 
"Tell-reasoned, vTell-pla.YJ.ned diplO
matic effort to convince Hanoi to 
11 call off the VC." His" carrot/ stick!t 
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approach was expanded : Lodge sug
gested a third country·interlocu
teur be selected to tell Hanoi of 
U.S. resolve, that the threat of 
air strikes be combined vTith an 
economic assistance offer and that 
as part of the "carrot" the U.S. 
offer to i'li thdraw some per sonnel 
from South Vietnam. 

Rusk wanted the extent of NYN in
filtration and support to be satis
factorily proved to U.S. citizens, 
allies and neutrals; he wanted 
Asian military support for the U.S. 
Rusk did not think China would 
intervene militarily without S~viet 
support and thoug~we could pressure 
the Chinese economically through 
our allies. He doubted elimination 
of DRV industrial t argets I'Tould 
have much adverse impact on any NVN 
decision to stop aiding the insur
gency. 

Results: Canada \wuld be asked to 
act as i nterlocuteur. Also, Sec
retary Rusk recoriffiended the U.S. 
seek "more flags" to support the 
GVN, deploy a carrier task force 
to Cam Ranh Bay to establish a 
permanent U. S. Naval presence , 
initiate anti-junk operations to 
"inch north,-Tard" along the coast 
and enlist SEKfO support in isolating 
the DRV from economic or cultural 
r elations with the Free World . 

This fonrarded the 20 April scenario 
which contained three stages : un
committing steps to be taken nm'T ; 
graduat ed overt pressures on the 
DRV (F.ARl>1GATE ); and a contingency 
plan for overt U.S. response to 
DRV/CHICON escalation. The first 
stage could stand alone, but stage 
tvlO could not be launched unless 
the U. S. ',{as prepared to t ake the 
third step -- perhaps within 10 days 
of the previous "D-Day." 
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DESCRIPl'ION 

Reasoning that deterioration in Laos 
and SVN would m~'k:e it ~rery difficult 
to ,.;in Hanoi's adherence to the 
Geneva Accords and predicting de
t erioration '..ras imminent , Rosto;'T 
implied necessary (U.S.) actions 
should be taken soon. 

Set up the Seaborn Mission (inter
locuteur) to Hanoi for mid-June . 

This reflects the deliberate, 
cautious approach then dominant. 
In talking with General Khanh (who 
suggested putting SVN fully on a 
war footing and vranted to tell NVN 
that further interference in GVN 
affairs would bring reprisals), 
Lodge urged Khanh to keep cool and 
asked that McNamara similarly em
phasize.the need to avoid such 
drastic measures during his 12 May 
meeting 'Hith Khanh. 

In addition to the Lodge suggestions J 

McNamara was to tell Khanh the U.S. 
did !'not intend to provide m.ili tary 
support nor undertake the military 
obj ective of 'rolling back' communist 
control in NVN ." 

Khanh and McNama:ra met and apparently 
discussed the issues mentioned above. 

JC S criticized the final draft 
scenario for omitting the immediate 
actions mentioned in NSAM 288 (border 
control and retaliatory operations); 
advocated incorporating retaliatory 
and overt military pressures against 
NVN in the second stage, as "Ivell as 
battalion-size border control ope~a
tions in Laos to include striking 
brides and armed route reconnaissance. 
These I'rere justified in JCS eyes 
because military operations against 
the DRV to help stabilize either the 
Laos or SVN situation involved 
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Offensive 

JCSM 426-64 

At the UN .•• 

Baltimore Sun 
Report 

Rusk Message to 
Lodge (State 2027) 

JCSM 445-64 

DESCRIPTION 

attacking the same target systems 
and to a large extent; the same 
targets. JCS felt attacks "lvould 
assist " ..• in the achievement of 
the objective" and offer " .•• the 
possibility of a favorable long
term solution to the insurgency 
problem in Southeast Asia." 

The Pathet Lao seized a significant 
portion of the Plaine des Jarres in 
Laos -- a major setback for RLG 
forces. 

Clearly indicating the crlSlS manage
ment aspects of the scene created 
by Pathet Lao gains, the JCS now 
called for new, more intensive covert 
operations during the second phase 
of OPLA...W 34A. 

Adlai stevenson's major speech ex
plaining U. S . policy tOlvard South
east Asia was the first such UoS. 
move at the UN . 

With Souvanna ' s permission, the U. S. 
began lovr-level reconnaissance opera
tions over enemy-occupied areas i n 
Laos. 

Rusk said Washington saw the fragility 
of the SVN situation as an obstacle 
to further U.S. military involvement 
in Southeast Asia . He asked Lodge 
to suggest vrays to achieve greater 
solidarity in S\'N saying , "ve need 
to assure the President that every
thing humanly possible is being done 
both in Ivashington and the Government 
of Vietnam to · provide a solid base 
of determination from vrhich far
reaching decisions could proceed. ,. 

The JCS rene,'Te d their plea for 
prompt HReadiness to Implement 
NSAM 288 . II Larger border control 
and retaliatory operations vTere 
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called for; prompt consultat ions 
with the GVN and immediate joint 
operations were said to be needed. 

The crisis in Laos had focused 
interest on but one stage of 
earlier scenarios : overt opera
tions against ~WN . The scenario 
for steps to be taken nOlv had 
been dropped ( as Rusk explained 
to Lodge on 22 May - State 201~9 -
because initial attacks without 
acknOlvledgement were not feasible; 
p~blicity seemed inevitable). The 
scenario called for 30 days of 
graduated military/political 
pressures (including initiat ives 
to enter negotiations \vith Hanoi ). 
A Congressional Resolution support 
ing U.S. resistance to DRV aggres 
sion ,vas called for; air strikes 
would continue -- despite negotia
tions -- until it "ioTaS clear that 
IfVN had ceased subversion. Nego 
tiating objectives "IoTere : terrorism, 
armed attack and armed resistance 
would stop; "communications on 
net'ivorks out of the North "lOuld be 
conducted entirely in uncoded form. " 

An estimate of the likely conse - . 
quences of actions proposed in the 
23 May DPM (discussed by the Execu
tive Committee, or ExCom , on 24 , 25 
and. 26 May). NVN might order 
guerrillas to reduce "the level of 
i nsurrections for the moment" in 
response to U.S. force deployments 
or FAm~GATE attacks; with Peking and 
Moscovl, Hanot might count on i nter
national actions to end the attacks 
a.nd stabilize communist gains . If 
attacks continued , Hanoi might in
tensify political initiatives and 
possibly increase the tempo of insur
gency . If these f ail ed to bring a 
settlement and if attacks damaged 
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NVN cansiderably, the SNIE estbnated 
NVN "Tauld lO'trer negatiating demands 
to' ~reserve its regime -- and plan 
to' renew insurgency later. The SNIE 
sa"T It significant danger" that Hanai 
wauld fight because (1) NVN did nat 
think the U,S. wauld cammit graund 
forces and (2) even if U.S. traaps 
were sent, NVN believed they cauld 
be defeated a l a 1954. Affecting 
the vTill af NVN leaders I'Tas em
phasized. Nane af the actians fare
cast in the DPM wauld affect enemy 
capabilities because the majar 
saurces af "cammunist strength in 
SVN are indigenaus. It The SIUE said 
the DRV must (be made to') understand 
that the U.S, -- nat seeking to' 
destray l'JVN -- is "lilling to' Itbring 
ascending pressure to' bear to' per
suade Hanai to' reduce the insurrec
tians • tr The repart added Tt 

retaliatary measures ivhich Hanai 
might take in LaO's and Sauth Vietnam 
might make it increasingly difficult 
far the U.S. to' regard its abjectives 
as attainable by limited means . 
Thus difficulties af camprehensian 
might increase an bath sides as the 
scale af actian maunted.1t 

The ExCam abandaned the scenar iO' 
appraach -- perhaps because entering 
intO' escalating canflict might ab
scure the limited U.S. abjectives. 
The ExCam.recammended the President 
deCide that the U. S. vrill use gradu
ated military farce against NVN 
after apprapriate diplamatic and 
palitical vTarning and preparatian; 
evident U,S. 'determinatian to' act 
-- r:ambined with ather effarts -
Itshauld praduce a sufficient imprave
ment af nan··carmnullist prospects in 
Sauth Vietnam and in LaO's to' make 
military actian against Narth Viet
nam unnecessary . Tt 
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OR: The ExCom explicitly assumed 
t hat a decis i on to use force if 
necessary -- backed by resolute 
deployment and conveyed every way 
poss ible " .•. gives the best present 
chance of avoiding the actual use 
of such force ." Other actions 
r ecommended were : communicate U.S. 
resolve through the Canadian inter
locuteur ; call a high-leve l South
east Asian strategy conference; 
begin diplomatic efforts at the UN 
to present the case for DRV aggres
sion; . consult with SEATO allies 
and obtain allied force commitments; 
seek a Congressional Resolution in 
support of U. S. resistance to NVN 
i n SEA ; deploy forces periodically 
to the region; consider an i nitial 
strike against NVN "designed to 
have more deterrent than destructive 
impact" and accomapny it by an active 
diplomatic offensive to restore 
stability -- including an agreement 
to a Geneva Conference . 

Lodge said only firm action against 
North Vietnam by the U. S. and GVN 
could lead to a significant improve
ment in the GVN effort. (A "new 
wrinkle" i n Lodge I s view .) 

Poland proposed a Laos conference 
format vlhich avoided many undesir 
able aspects of those formerly 
supported by communist governments . 

The ExCom, preferring to i nitially 
treat Laos independently of Vietnam, 
r ecommended the President accept 
the Polish pr'oposal. The U. S . v;Quld 
not be 'willing to vr.ci te off Laos to 
the coro:munists and "\wuld assure 
Souvanna : "\i[e would be prepared 
to give him prompt and direct mili
tary support if the Polish Con
ference •. . " failed . 
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SECTO 37 

Honolulu 
Conference 

xxiii 

DESCRIPl' ION 

Advocating "Air Strikes Against 
North Vietnam," the JCS felt NVN 
support to insurgents could be r e 
duced by armed reconnaissance of 
highways leading into Laos, strik
ing airfields identified with 
supporting insurgents, striking 
supply, ammunition and POL storage 
sites and military installat ions 
connected with PL/VC support. The 
JCS said Hanoi's "military capabilit;y 
to t~ke action against Laos and the 
RVN" 'YTOuld result from hitting 
Itremaining" airfields, important 
railroad and high'tTay bridges , depots 
in northern NVN and from aerial 
mining and bombing of POL stores 
in Hanoi and Haiphong. The Chiefs 
also outlined the capability to 
effectively destroy the entire 
~NN industrial base. 

Recommended the U.S. seek to destroy 
Hanoi's '\ViII and capabilities, as 
necessary, to support the insurgency. 
They called for Itpositive , prompt 
and meaningful military actionlt -
mainly air strikes -- to shm'T NVN 
'\!e are nOvl determined that ( its 
support to insurgency) will stoplt 
and to show NVN we can and will m~ke 
them i ncapable of rendering such 
support. 

Rusk reported General Khanh' s vie'YTs: 
Khanh f,el t the GVN could not win 
against the Viet Cong without some 
military action outside its borders; 
he w~Dted insurgent forces in eastern 
Laos cleaned out -- by GVN forces 
and U.S. air support; he reco~mended 
selected air att acks against N\~ 
Itde:.;igned to minimize the chances 
of a drastic communist response.1t 

Conferees assessing overall U.S. 
policy toward Southeast Asia agreed 
with State that the point of depar
ture It ... is' and must be that \ve 
cannot accept (the ) over-running of 
Southeast Asia by Hanoi and Peking . It 
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"0 t' lit t 1° per a lona -- no po lCY --
aspects of air operations against 
NVN vrere the main points of dis
cussion, with attention centered 
on the effect of pressures in 
Laos, preparatory steps necessary 
for a Laotian contingency and 
probable repercussions. 

Evaluating possible communist reac
tion to pressures against NVN, 
Mr. McNamara said the Itbest current 
viel"" .vas an appropriately limited 
attack against NVN , Ivhich vlOuld not 
bring CHICOM air or ~rvN/CHICOM 
ground forces. Hestmoreland felt 

. there 'I°ras no significant unused 
capability left to the VC; Lodge 
said the VC had a major capability 
for terrorism, even for military 
action against Saigon. Like Khanh, 
Lodge also felt selective bombing 
would build morale and unity in 
South Vietnam. 

Results: The U.S. would seek inter
national (beginning with U.S.-Thai 
consultations) and domestic support 
(through a Congressional Resolution) 
for 'Ivider U. S. actions. ("Hider" 
could mean committing up to seven 
U.S. divisions and calling up the 
reserves " ... as the action unfolds. lt

) 

But actual expansion of the U.S. 
role 'ivould be postponed for these 
and other poli tico-mili tary reasons. 

The report to the President on 
Honolulu was probably based on this 
paper, in vrhich Bundy recapped talks 
there and ca.lled for time to Itrefine" 
pIal s and estimates, to "get at" 
bas ic doubts about the value of 
Southeast Asia and the importance 
of the U.S. stake there. 

Mr. McNamara discussed NVU targets, 
trooD movement capabili tie s with 
the JCS (8 June); he vranted facts 
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CJCS (Response to 
CM-1451-64, 5 Jun 64) 
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and statistics on Haiphong traffic, 
existing plans for a..nd estimated 
impact of mining the harbor, alte:'
nat ive DRV importation facilities. 
He ordered immediate improvement 
in effectiveness and readiness plus 
some expansion of prepositioned 
stocks in Thailand and Okinawa. 

state began gathering information 
on prevalent public questions about 
the U.S. in Vietnam , in Southeast 
Asia; interagency groups studied 
implications of a Congressional 
Rerolution; Rusk (14 June), Presi
dent Johnson (23 June) and others 
spoke publicly on U.S. goals in 
Asia, U. S . determination to support 
its Southeast Asian allies. 

President Johnson asked: It~'fould 
the rest of Southeast Asia neces
sarily f all if Laos and South 
Vietnam came under l\"'VN control?" 
The CIA response said Cambodia 
"mightlt but no other nation Itl-TQuld 
quicl~ly succumb. 1t U.S. prestige, 
credibility and position in the 
Far East would be profoundly 
damaged but the 'Hider U. S. intere S1; 

in containing overt military attacks 
"Tould not be affected. All of this 
was predicated on a clear-cut 
communist victory in Laos and South 
Vietnam and U. S. vri thdrah'al from the 
area. The Agency called results of 
a Itfuzzylt outcome harder to evaluate . 

McNamara supported Taylor's criticism 
of JCSM Lf6l-64 (2 June), agreeing 
that the t"TO courses of action pre
sen':~ed by the Chiefs -were nei theI 
accurate nor complete. Taylor saw 
three ways in which air pOl-rer could 
be used to pressure NVN -- and opted 
for the least dangerous. He recom
mended demonstrative strikes against 
limited military targets to show 
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u.S. readiness and intent to move 
up the scale if NVN did not reduce 
insurgent support. Up the scale 
meant moving from demonstrative 
strikes to attacks against a sig
nificant part of the DRV military 
target system and ultimately, to 
massive attacks against all signi
ficant military targets i n NVN. 
By destroying them the U.S would 
destroy NVN 's capacity to support 
insurgency. 

Called for a Congressional Resolu
tion right alvay to demonstrate 
U.S. resolve (especia lly to Souv~Dna 
and Khanh) and provide flexibility 
for executive action . 

One subject was made the agenda for 
final talks about a Congressional 
Resolution: actions still open to 
the U.S. if both major military 
operations and a Congressional 
Resolution are rejected at this 
time. Hhite House guidance indi
cated that by t aking limited mili
tary and political actions, the 
U.S. could demonstrate firm resis
tance without risking major escala-'· 
tion or loss of policy flexibility. 

McGeorge Bundy suggested these 
possible l imited actions , military: 
reconnaissance, strike, T-28 opera
tions in all of Laos; small-scale 
reconnaissance strikes -- after 
appropriate provocation -- in NVN; 
VNAF strikes in Laotian corridors; 
lim,ited air and sea, more l imited 
ground deployments . (Bundy said 
majur ground force deployments se~ 
more questionable vri thout a decision 
!Ito go north!l in some form.) Po
litical: t!Higher authority!! wants 
a maximum effort to increase allied 
real ~Dd visible presence in support 
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of Saigon; make intensive efforts 
to sustain Souvanna; rapidly 
develop province and information 
progr ams , strengthen the country 
team, shift the U.S. role from 
advice to direction; opposing 
both aggressive adventure and 
wi thdralval, explain the above 
lines of action (especially in 
the U.S.) and leave the door open 
to selected military actions. 

Unle ss the enemy provoked drastic 
measur~s, the ExCom agreed that 
defense of "U.S. interests ••• over 
the next six months" is possible 
within limits. Both a Congressional 
Resolution and wider U. S. action 
were deferred. 
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MILITARY PRESSURES AGAINST NORTH VIETNAM 

ACTION AND DEBATE, FEB - JUN 1964 

I. Initiation of Covert Operations 

On 1 Februal-Y 1964 , the United Sta.tes embarked on a new course of 
action in pursuance of its long-standing policy of attempting to bolster 
the security of Southeast Asia . On that date, under direction of t he 
American military establishment, an elaborate program of covert mil itary 
operations against the state of North Vietnam I'Tas set in motion . · There 
were precedents: a variety of covert activities had been sponsored by 
the American CIA since 1961 . Intelligence agents, resupplied by air , 
had been dispatched into North Vietnam; resistance and sabotage teams 
had been recruited inside the country; and propaganda leaflets had been 
dispensed from "civilian mercenary" aircraft. y But the program that 
began in February 1964 was different, and its i mpact on future U.S . 
policy in Southeast Asia was far - reaching . 

A. Covert Action Program: Scope and Character 

The covert action program beginning in February' 1964 "Tas different , 
first of all, because it "Tas a program. Designed to extend over a period 
of 12 months , it was divided into three phases distinguished by the 
character and intensity of their respective operations . The first phase 
(February through May) called for intell.igence collection through U-2 
and communications intelligence missions and psychological operations 
involving l eaflet drops, propaganda kit deliveries, and radio broadcasts . 
It also provided for about "20 destructive undertakings , all within ... 
early prospective LGV~ capabilities . . . L~37 designed to result in sub
stantial destruction, economic loss and harassment ." 1'he second and 
third phases involved the same categories of action, but · of increased 
tempo and magnitude, and with the destructive operations extending to 
"targets identified with North Vietnam ' s economic and industrial I-I"ell 
being ." Once started, the program was intended to inflict on North 
Vi etnam increasing levels of punishment for its aggressive policies . ~ 

The 1964 program was different also because-it was placed under 
control of an operational U. S. military command . Though the program "JaS 

designed to be carried out by GVN or third country persoll-Del , plans vTere 
developed by CO~IDS~~CV and the GVN jointly and given interagency clear
ance in Washington through a special office under the JCS . CINCPAC and 
the appropriate CIA station furnished the necessary training and equip
ment support and CONUSfi:J\CV exercised operational control . :J Si nce 
subsequent phases of t he covert program "Tere to be based on a continuous 
evaluation of ac"~ ions already taken , operation reports ·were submitted . 
periodically throug,.'1. JCS staff channels for review by various vTashington 
agencies. 

Normally such routine staffing arrangements tend to encourage 
expectations of continued program actions. Moreover, they foreshadovr 
bureaucratic pressures for taking stronger measures should previous ones 
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fail t.o produce desired results. In t.he case of the covert operations 
program, these tendencies "ere reinforced through the evocation of a 
GVN policy cO!mni t ment and the involvement of GVN officials in its 
implementation . 

B. Origins and Development: Presidential Support and Approval 

The covert. progra..rn "Tas spavined in Nay of 1963, when the JCS 
directed CINCPAC to prepare a plan for GVN "hit and run" operations 
against NVN. These operations '.,ere to be "non-attributable" and carried 
out " .. ri th U. S. military ma.teriel , training and advisory assistance." Y 
Approved by the JCS on 9 September as CINCPAC OPLA.N 34-63, the plan vras 
discussed during the Vietnam policy conference at Honolulu, 20 November 
1963. Here a decision was made to develop a combined CONUSIvIACV-CAS , Saigon 
plan for a 12-rr.onthprogram of covert operations. Instructions forwarded 
by the JCS on 26 November specifically reCluested provision for: "(1) 
harassment ; (2) diversion; (3) political pressure; (4) capture of prisoners; 
(5) physic8.1 destruction; (6) aCCluisition of intelligence; (7) generation 
of intelligence ; and (8) diversion of DRV resources." Further, that the 
plan provide for "selecteel actions of graduated scope and intensity to 
include commando type coastal raids." 21 To this guidance .. ras added that 
given by President Johnson to the effect that "planning should include ... 
estimates of such fa.ctors as: (1) resulting G.3J!lage to NVN; (2) the 
plausibility of denial; (3) possible i'I"VN retaliation; and (Lf) other inter
national r eaction ." §j The MACV -CAS pla.n, designated OPLAl'J 34A, and 
providing for "a spectrum of capabilitiEts for RvllTAF to execute against 
NVN, If .. ras foni2.rded by CINCPAC on 19 December 1963 . 11 

The idea of putting direct pressure on North Vietnam met prompt 
receptivity on the part of President Johnson. According to then Assistant 

. Secretary of State, Roger Hilsman, it was just a few days before the 
military-CIA submi ssion that State Depa.rtment Counselor, Walt Roste"T 
p assed to the President "a well-reasoned case for a gradual escalation." §) 
Rostm,r .. ras .. re ll-kno'tfn as an advocate of taking direct measures against 
the external sources of guerrilla support, having hammered al·ray at this 
theme since he first presented it at Fort Bragg in April 1961. In. any 
event, on 21 DecerrJ::er, President Johnson directed that an interdepartm.ental 
committee study the l;lACV-CAS pla..'Y1 to select from it those least risk. 1/ 

This committee , under the chairmanship of Najor General Krulak, USMC, 
completed its study on 2 January 196Lf and submitted its report for review 
by the principal officials of its various member agencies. The report 
recom:nended the 3-phase approach and the variety of Phase I operations 
described earlier. 21 President Johnson approved the co~~ittee's recom
mendations on 16 January ru,d directed that the initial 4-month phase of 
the program be irr,:plemented beginning 1 February. ~Q/ 

C. ~.d Rationale: Convince DRV to Desist by Raisin~ the Cost 

In vie\-[ of program perforn:ance and later decisions, the conceptua
lization und~rlying the program of covert operations against ITorth Vietna.m 
is particularly significant. JCS objectives for the initial CINCPAC formu-· 
lation ,·rere to increase the cost. to the DRV of its role in the South 
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Vietnamese insurgency. The catalogue of operations submitted from 
Saigon "Tas i ntended to II convince the DRV leadership that they should 
cease to support insurgent activities in the RVN and Laos. If Although, 
in its fOTl'l8,rding letter, CINCPAC expressed doubt that all but a few 
of the 2062 separate operations detailed by MACV-CAS could have that 
kind of effect . In his view, only air attacks and a few other Ifpunitive 
or attritional ll operations had any probability of success in achieving 
the stated objectiies. ~ , 

Rationale accompanying the interdepartmental committee's program 
recommendations, apparently accepted by higher authority , reflected 
both the coercive objectives and the reservations associated .. !ith the 
earlier documents. Through its recommended program of IIprogress ively 
escalating pressure,1I the committee aimed lito inflict increasing punish
ment upon North Vietnam and to create pressures, which may convince the 
North Vietnamese leadership, in its o"m self-interest , to desist from 
its aggressive policies. 1I However, it expressed the caution that lIit 
is far from clear 'whether even the successful conduct of the operations ... 
would induce Hanoi's leaders to cease and desist. 1I Still, after enumer
ating a number of specific risks involved, it expressed the opinion that 
they ,,,ere 1I 0uti'leighed by the potential benefits of the actions Ii!:} 
recommended. 11 In selecting these actions, the committee stated the 
assumption that the DRV ' s current strategy "Tas to support the Viet Cong 
lIat little cost' to itself and at little risk to its industrial complex, 
while counting for victory upon U.S. and South V~etnamese war wear i-
ness ... 11 It calculated: 

liThe importance attached by Hanoi's leaders to the 
development of North Vietnam's economy suggests that pro
gressive damage of its industrial projects, attrition of 
its resources and dislocation of its economy might induce 
a decision to call off its physical support of the Viet 
Cong o This reaction might be intens ified by the traditional 
Vietnamese fear of Chinese domination, I'There expanded opera
tions by our side could arouse concern in Hanoi over the 
likelihood of direct Chinese Co~nunist intervention in 
Nor th Vietnamese affairs. II E.J 
Interagency commentary on the proposed operations provides additional 

insight into the rationale and expectancies associated with the initial 
l~-month program. After revie\ving 13 of these operations, the Board. of 
National Estimates concluded that lI even if all >"ere successful,1I they 
would not achieve the aim of convincing the DRV to alter its policies. 
The Board thought it possible that North Vietriamese leaders might vie,,', 
these operations lias representing a significant increase in the vigor 
of U.S. policy, potentia lly dangerous to them,1I but with a likely r e
action no more significant than a DRV effort to try to arouse greater 
international pressure for a Geneva-type conference on Vietnam. In 
addition', it caut ioned that at les.st three operations proposed for the 
initial period I'rere too large and complex to be 'plausibly denied by the 
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GVN. 1J/ The committee noted this CIA caution but suggested it might 
provide a psychological advantage IIfor South Vietnam to acknowledge 
publicly its responsibility for certain of the retaliatory acts taken 
against the aggressor. 1I However , the State Department member demurred, 
urging that only those operations that were covert and deniable by both 
the GVN and the United States be undertaken. rlis caution reflected 
recogni tion II of the risks and the uncertainty as to 'vhether operations 
against North Vietnam will materially contribute to our objective of 
ending the ,var. II W 

D. Implicat ions : Greater Pressure on Hanoi 

Thus, :by early February 1964 , the United States had committed 
itself to a policy of attempting to i mprove the situat ions in South 
Vietnam and Laos by subjecting North Vietnam to increasing levels of 
direct pressure. Despite explicit assessments that the contemplated 
early steps could not achieve its objectives, it had embarked on a pro
gram which demanded a significant commitment for its South Vietnamese 
allies and whi ch in its expected l ater stages could expose them to con
siderable risk . Moreover, by initiat ing a program r ecognized as giving 
little promise of achieving its stated objectives through early actions, 
it raised expectancies for continued and intensified operations in later 
stages . It can be concluded that either the Administration (1) intended 
to continue to pursue the policy of pressuring North Vietnam until these 
pressures showed some propensity for suecess, or (2) sought through the 
covert operations program to achieve objectives different from those 
anticipated during the initial planning. 
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II. Planning for Larger Pressures 

As indicated by reservations expressed by an ad hoc interdepart
mental committee on "pressures" against North Vietnam chaired by General 
Krulak, covert operations were seen as possessing several shortcomings 
with respect to influencing decisions in Hanoi. In appraising these 
operations , attention "Tas drawn increasingly to the potential for under
taking punitive measures that appeared likely to be more compelling. 
The Krulak committee assessed the likely North Vietnamese response as 
follows : 

"Toughened , as they have been, by long years of hard
ships and struggle, they will not easily be persuaded by 
a punitive program to halt their support of the Viet Cong 
insurgency, unless the damage visited upon them is of great 
magnitude ." 15/ 

Moreover, the committee rationale reflected the idea generally held that 
the DRV would be responsive to more damaging actions. For example, 'Halt 
RostO"i'T pressed the vie.v on Secretary Rusk that "Ho LChi Min.!?:7 has an in
dustrial complex to protect: he i s no longer a guerrilla fighter with 
nothing to lose." 16/ 

A. Conceptual Origins and Mot ivations 

In early February, several conceptual elements converged to focus 
Administration attention on the question of whether U.S. policy should 
embrace readiness to undertake l arger punitive actions against North Viet
nam. One element was the realization that the GVN .-muld be incapable of 
increasing the number or size of its mariti me operations beyond the modest 
"pin pricks" included in the Phase I covert actions program. Should 
stronger pressures be called for before Mayor June, they would have to be 
applied th..rough direct air strikes, probably vTith USAF/FARNGATE assistance. 
17/ Another element was the prospect of serious deterioration within Laos 
and South Vietnam, resulting from recent North Vietnamese troop influxes 
into Laos , fe ar of similar trends in South Vietnam, ~nd heightened VC 
activity in the ""\vake of the l atest GVN coup of 30 January. 18/ Concern 
within the State Department was such that discussions were held on the 
desirability of the President's request ing a congressional resolution, 
drawing a line at the borders of South Vietnam. 19/ 

A third element l'las the increasing articulation of a direct rela
tion between the challenge of halting North Vietnam's assistance to the 
Southeast Asian insurgents and broader U.S. strategic interests. Stopping 
HaDoi from aidir,g the Viet Cong virtually be ca'lleequated with protecti.ng 
U.S. interests against the threat of insurgency throughout the world. 
For example, in support of their recommendation to 'Iput aside many of the 
self-imposed r estrict ions Ivhich now l imit our effort s l' and "undertake a 

. much higher level of activity" than the covert actions against external 
assistance to the Viet Cong, the JCS argued : 

. "In a broader sense, ~he failure of our programs in South 
Vietnam would have heavy influence on the judgment of Burma, 
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I ndia , Indonesia, Malaysia, Japan, Taivran , the Republic of 
Korea, and the Republic of the Philippines with respect to 
U.S . durability, resolution, and trustworthiness. Finally, 
this being the first real test of our determination to de 
feat the Communist wars of national liberation formula, i t 
i s not unreasonable to conclude that there would be a 
corresponding unfavorable effect upon our image in Africa 
and in Latin America." ?:Q/ 

Si mil arly, i n Secretary Rusk's perception . 

"We must demonstrate to both the CoJl1.munist and the non
Communist \'lOrlds that the viars of national liberation 
formula nOlv being pushed so actively by the Communists will 
not succeed . " ?JJ 
B. Interagency Study, February-March 1964 

The i mmediate effect of the heightened interest i n causing Hanoi 
to alter its policies by exerting greater punitive pressures was to stimu
late a variety of planning activities within the national security estab
l ishment . For example , on 20 February, at a meeting with the Secretaries 
of State and Defense, CIA Director McCone , CJCS Taylor and members of the 
Vietnru~ Committee , the President directed: 

"Contingency planning for pressures against North 
Vietnam should be speeded up . Particular attention should 
be given to shaping such pressures so as to produce the 
maximum credible deterrent effect on Hanoi ." ~ 

Undenvay at the time was a detailed interagency study i ntended to 
determine ways of bringing measured pressures to bear against the DRV . 
Di rected by Robert Johnson , of the Department of State Policy Pl anning 
Council, the study group was assembled under the auspices of State's 
Vi etnam Committee. Its products were funneled through William Sullivan, 
head of the committee , to its members and thence to toe principal offi -
c i als of the agencies represented . Ho,.rever, the papers produced by the 
study group did not necessarily represent coordinated interdepartmental 
v ievrs . ?J/ 

The study exami ned three alternative approaches to subjecting 
North Vietnam to coercive pressures: (1 ) non-attributable pressures 
( similar to the advanced stages of the covert actions program) ; (2) overt 
U. S. deployments and operations not directed toward DRV territory; and 
(3) overt U.s . actions against North Vietnam, including amphibious, naval 
and air attacks . In addition, it encompassed a number of "supporting 
stUdies" on such subjects as U.S. objectives, problems of timing , upper 
l imits of U.S. action, congress ional action, control arrangements, in
formation policy, negotiating problems, and specific country problems . 
By addressing such a range of subjects, participants in the study came to 
grips vrith a number of broader issues valuable for later policy delibera
tions (~., costs and risks to the U.S. of contempl ated actions ; i mpact 
of t he Sino-Soviet split; possible face~saving retreats ). ~ 
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In support of this study and in order to permit necessary politi
cal evaluations concerning the military alternatives available, the JCS 
were asked to furnish their vie,vs on the follow·ing issues: (1) the overall 
military capabilities of the DRV and Chinese Communists with respect to lo
gistical capacity, geographical areas of operation, time required to initi
ate operations, and capacity for concurrent reactions in different regions; 
(2) military actions against NVN, using air arid naval power only, which the 
GVN might undertake alone or which the U. S. might undertake both with and 
without public acknowledgment; (3) lWN targets, attack of which 1-10uld be 
most effective in inhibiting particular DRV military capabilities; (4) course 
of action likely to bring about cessation of DRV support for the conflicts in 
Laos and South Vietnam; (5) action most likely to deter communist attacks on 
various parts of Asia in the event of a large-scale communist reaction to 
attacks on NVN ; (6) the extent to ,{hich the United State s could counter such 
reactions, using only air and naval operations and different ordnance com
binations; and (7) modifications needed in current contingency plans to pro
vide for U.S. responses depending "primarily upon air activities rather 
than the intervention of SUbstantial U.S. ground forces." 25/ 

The work of the study group resulted in an interim report on 1 March 
1964, just prior to Secretary McNamara.' s a...Yld CJCS Taylor t s visit to South 
Vietnam. This they carried with them in the form of a summary analysis 
of the group's findings. During a brief stopover in Honolulu, these find
ings and the issues raised by the Secretary I s memorandum to the JCS "iere 
discussed. Particular emphas is ioTaS given to the possible advantage to be 
derived from converting the current operations into an "overt Vietnamese 
program with participation by Lth~ U~S. as required to obtain adequate 
result s ." 26/ 

C. Study Group Analysis of Proposed Actions 

The study group had given considerable attention to over U. S. 
actions against North Vietnam. Its analysis was based on a concept of ex
ploiting "North Vietnamese concern that their industrialization achieve
ments might be wiped out or could be defended (if at all ) only at the price 
of Chicom control" and of demonstrating "that their more p01tTerful communist 
allies "\oJOuld not risk their own interests for the sake of North Vietnam." 
The actions it proposed were aimed at accomplishing five objectives: (1) 
induce North Vietnam to curtail its support of the Viet Cong in South 
Vietna...m ; (2) reduce the morale of the Viet Cong; (3) stiffen the Khanh 
government and discourage moves to"Tard neutralism; (4) show the world that 
we ,·!ill take strong measures to prevent the spread of communism; and (5) 
strengthen morale in Asia. However, the study group cautioned that "public 
justification of our actions and its· expressed rationale must be based pri
marily upon the fact of Northern sUDDort for and direction of the war in 
the South in viulation of the indep~;dence of South Vietnam. II It then 
outlined a series of public informational , domestic political, and inter
national diplomatic steps desirable for establishing this justificat ion. 27/ 

In seeking to achieve the objective cited above, the study group 
suggested military actions \{ith the best potential and raised some vital 
policy issues . In ascending order of the degree of national commitment , 
the study group believed each would entail the military actions ,·rere as . , . 
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follOl'1s : (1) "deploy to Thailand, South Vietnam, Laos and elsewhere the 
forces, sea, air and land, required to counter a North Vietnamese or 
Chicom response of the largest likely order"; ( 2) "initiate overt air 
reconnaissance activities as a means of dramatizing North Vietnamese in
volvement"; beginning with high-level flights and following "lith low-level 
missions; (3) IItake limited air or ground action in Cambodia and Laos, 
including hot p1.1rsuit across the Cambodian border and limited operations 
across the Laos border II ; (4) "blockade Haiphong," which '\vould "have drama
tic political effect because it is a recognized military action that hits 
at the sovereignty of North Vietnam and suggests strongly that we may 
plan to go further"; (5) "establish a limited air defense capability 
around Saigon ll

; and (6) conduct air strikes on key North Vietnamese LOC's, 
infiltrator training ca.rnps, key industrial complexes, and POL storage . 
It is important to note that the order of commitment perceived in early 
1964 was considerably different from the order vThich most observers would 
assign to such actions at the time of this vTriting. The ground force 
deployments (Item 1) were primarily deterrent deployments to Thailand, on 
the model of those made during the 1961-62 Laotian crisis. Blockading 
(Item 4) '\vas considered a low-commitment, low-risk action through most of 
1964. Significantly, the last set of actions "in any number ll was cited as 
implying "a U.S. commitment to go all the way if necessary . II Thus, the group 
cautioned that before embarking on such steps the Administration should con
sider hO",T far it vlOuld be "Tilling to go in the event of possible reactions. 
For example, how long 'Would ''1e persist "in defiance of international pres
sures for a cease-fire and conference ll ? Or, hOYT far '\oJOuld vTe go, either 
within the proposed concept or by escalating beyond it, in continuing mili
tary pressUres if the DRV did not comp+y -- or if it decided to escalate? 28/ 

Although Ivarning of the need to be prepared lito follow through 
against Communist China if necessary, II the study group estimated that 
neither China nor the Soviet Union would intervene militarily, other than 
to supply equipment. In vievT of these estimates and the study group's 
basic assumption of DRV sensitivity to industr i al los ses , its assessments 
of the ID~ely outcomes of the. actions it discussed are significant. Assert
ing that pressures against North Vietnam were IIno substitute for successful 
counterinsurgency in South Vietnam,1I the group listed the probable positive 
gains: (1) U.S. action could demonstrate U.S. pOlver and determination, along 
with restraint , to Asia and the vlOrld at large ; (2) U.S. action would lead 
to some reduction in Viet Cong morale ; and (3) U.S. action if carefully 
planned and executed might improve our negotiating position over what it 
"muld othenTise be. (The group sa"T negotiation as "virtually inevitable.") 
HOIvever , it then countered wi th the follOl'Ting judgment : 

lilt is not likely that North Vietna.m ",Tould (if it could) call 
off the war in the South even though U.S. actions would in time 
have seriol's economic and political impact. Overt action against 
North Vietnam .vould be unlikely to produce reduction in Viet Cong 
activity sufficiently to make victory on the ground possible in 
South Vietnam unle ss accompanied by new U.S. bolstering actions 
in South Vietnma and considerable improvement in the government 
there. . The most to be expected loJOuld be reduction of North Viet
namese support of the Viet Cong for a Ivhile and, thus, the gaining 
of some time and opportunity by the government of South Vietnam to 
improve itself. II 29/ 
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D. McNamara Against. Overt Pressures 

I-men he returned. from his visit to South Vietnam, Secreta,ry McNamara 
recommended. against either the United. States or t.he GVN undertaking overt 
actions against North Vietnam lIat this time. 1I One compelling reason was 
General Khanh's expressed. wish not to engage in overt operations until 
a firmer GVN political base had. been established., but there were others 
as vTell. Mr . McNamara regarded. such actions as II extremely delicate .•. 
both from the military and. political standpoin.ts,1I because of specific 
problems. These were identified. as : (1) the problem of justifying such ac
tions; (2) the problem of IIcommunist escalation ll

; and. (3) the problem of 
pressures for premature negotiations. Moreover, he stated. the judgment 
tha't the practical range of our overt options did. not permit assured. achieve
ment of our practical objectives. In identifying these, he drew a d.istinc
tion similar to that made by the interagency study group -- between the 
stated. obj ective of eliminating Hanoi's control of the VC insurgency and. 
the IIpractical ll objectives of "collapsing the morale and. the self-assurance 
of the Viet Cong cadres ... and. bolstering the morale of the Khanh regime.

1I J2} 

l'ma t Mr. McNamara d.id. recommend. for military actions outsid.e South 
Vietnam reflected. the contemporary concerns over Laos. Prior to his visit, 
the increased. NVA activity in eastern Laos had. prompted several recommenda
tions for military measures to th,·.;art new communist territorial gains in 
that cOli..l'1try and to interrupt the flow of men and. materiel into South Viet
nrun along the Laotian infiltration routes. In particular, elements within 
the Department of Defense urged. efforts to lift existing restrictions on 
cross-bord.er pursuit of engaged. forces into Laos, includ.ing accompaniment 
of GVN air and. ground. forces by U. S. advisory personnel. They also sought 
authoriza tion for both GVN and. U.S. aircraft to overfly Laos for reconnais
sance purposes. W The JCS ' urged. 10"\,I"-level reconnaissa nce flights over 
Laos as advantageous both for collecting badly needed. intelligence and. 
for visibly displaying U. S. pOl'Ter . ~ The state Department recommended. 
deploying twelve F-100's to Thailand, with a view tOl'Tard. its potential 
deterrence and signalling impacts on communist activities in Laos. W 
On his return from South Vietnam, tHO of the actions for ''lhich Secretary 
McNamara sought Presidential authority dealt "l'lith activities affecting 
Laos: (1) (Recommendation 11) "hot pursuit" and small-scale operations 
across the Laotian bord.er by GVN ground. forces "for the purpose of border 
control" and. "continued. high-level U. S. overflights II of the border; and 
(2) (Recommendation 12) preparations to be ready lito initiate the full 
r ange of Laotian and. Cambodian border control actions" ",ri thin 72 hours. J}jj 

Actions recommended by the Secretary to provide measures aimed. direct
ly at North Vietnam (Recommendation 12) fell into t,VO categories: (1) 
preparation for I1retalia tory actions , II d.efined. to include "overt high and/ 
or lovr level reconnaissance flights ... over North Vietnam" as vlell as "tit
for-tat" bombing strikes and. commando-type raids; and. (2) planning and. 
prepara,tions "to be in a position on 30 days ' notice to initiate the [j,ii! 
program of 'Graduated. Overt Military Pressure' a gainst North Vietnam." 
The word.ing of the l atter recommendation is notable because, at the time, 
there apparently vlas no planned. overt "program" in existence; the discus
sion of overt pressures appended. to the Secretary's report ",Tas cons iderably 
less than even a r ecommendation for such a program; T-~e concept of retali
atory act i ons was more explicitly defined, but here too, it was apparent 
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that important questions like , "Retaliati on for what?" and. "Under what 
circumstances ?" had. yet to be answered clearly . The scenario d.escribed in 
the r eport' s append.ed. "Illustrative Program" of retaliatory pressure seemed. 
to mix elements appropriate for a continuous program of military actions 
against North Vietnam with those suitable as tit-for-tat response to speci
fic provocations. JQ/ 

Each of the Secretary's recommendations was approved. by Presid.ent 
Johnson at a Nat ional Security Council meeting on rr March, with the d.irec
tive for all agencies "to proceed. energetically" in executing them. 3fJ 
Subsequent planning acti vi ties by d.ifferent implementing agencies indicate 
that they d.id. not share a common vie"r of the policy implications and. assump
tions contained. in these recommendations . 
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III. Different. Policy Perceptions in Planning 

A . . Two basic approaches : JCS and. State-ISA 

The principal planning agencies responding to the President's 
directive regarding Recommendations 11 and. 12 were the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and. the Department of State together wi+h OSD/ISA, and. the two ef
forts took rather different approaches. The JCS responded. literally to 
the instructions and. tasked. CINCPAC to prepare an action program of bor
d.er control and. retaliatory operations with 72-hour responsiveness and. 
one of "graduated. overt military pressure by GVN and. U.S. forces" against 
North Vietnam with 30-day responsiveness. Tne JCS preparation for near
term implementation of these recommendations' went beyond. the usual con
tingency planning as i ndicated. by their instruction that CINCPAC's plan 
"permit sequential implementation ll of the three actions. JJJ The JCS 
approved the CINCPAC submission, as OPLAN 37-64, on 17 April 1964. ]§I 

The State-ISA planning activity proceed.ed. und.er the apparent 
belief that the actions includ.ed. in Secretary McNamara 's Recommendation 
12 were appr oved. as contingency options, one or more or none of which might 
be selected. for implementation at some time in the future. In fact, State 
believed. the Secretary's categories of action were not in keeping with 
likely d.evelopments -- "that Lcross -bord.ei! actions against Cambodia and. 
Laos are d.epend.ent heavily on the political position in thes e countries 
at the time, and. that, in general, it seems more likely that we would. 'wish 
to hold off in hitting Cambodi a until we had. gone ahead. hard. against North 
Vietnam its elf .•• there appear to be reasons not to open up other theaters 
until we have made clear that North Vietnam is the main theater and. have 
not really started. on it." Further, it questioned. the utility of tit
for -tat retaliatory actions becaus e of (1) the difficulty of responding 
in kind., or in a fitting manner, to the most likely -- terrorist -- vari
ety of VC provocations and. (2) their inappropriateness for conveying lithe . 
picture of concerted. and. steadily rising pressures that reflect complete 
U.S. d.etermination to finish the job. 1I 3:iJ Accordingly, the State-ISA 
effort began by d.eveloping a political scenario d.esigned. to accommodate 
only the graduated. military pressures referred. to in Recommendation 12. 
These were divid.ed. into three major categories: (1) covert GVN action 
against North Vietnam with covert U.S. support; (2) overt GVN action with 
covert U. S. support; and. (3) overt joint GVN and. U. S. action . The hiO 

categories involving overt activities 'I{ere conceived. of as possible future 
d.evelopments , contingent upon a Presid.ential decision that clearly had. 
not been mad.e . '!!S!J . 

B. Different Approaches: Perceptions of the Strategic~roblem 
in Southeast Asia 

The differences in approach taken in the t'lVO planning efforts can
not be explained. simply by the obvious military and. political division of 
l abor . It is clear from documents of the period. that there was consid.er
able coordination bet'l'reen the two groups , with the JCS planners looking 
to State and. ISA for political guidance and. the latter group looking to 
the former for recor~endations for appropr i a t e military actions . More 
:fu.r1_damental was the· existence of d.ifferent perceptions of the strategic 
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problem in Southeast Asia and different assumptions as to how the United 
states Government should proceed to achieve its policy goals . During 
the early months of 1964, these are well illustrated in the different 
approaches taken to the problem of determining the extent and implica
tions of the movement of men and supplies through Laos. 

At the end of 1963 and early in 1964, there "Tas general agreement 
among all Washington agencies that we lacked adequate information con
cerning the nature and magnitude of \'Thatever movement of men and materiel 
was occurring along the Laotian infiltration routes. For example, citing 
the "lack of clarity" on the "role of external intrusion" in South Vietnam, 
Walt Rostmv urged I'Tilliam Sullivan on the eve of his March visit to attempt 
to "come back from Saigon with as lucid and agreed a picture" as possible 
on t he extent of the infiltration and its influence on the Viet Cong o ~ 
A felv days later , the Defense Intelligency Agency informed Secretary 
McNamara that "certain intelligence gaps"were "related primarily to the 
t)Fes and amounts of weapons and materiel coming into South Vietnam, 
Lani! the number of Viet Cong personnel infiltrating into South Vietnam 
... "!:0' To alleviate this situation, the JCS favored such measures as 
ground probes i nto Laos by GVN reconnaissance teams and Imv- l evel recon
naissance flights over the trail areas by GVN and U.S. aircraft. The 
State Department, supported by OSD/ISA, opposed such operations as 
potentially damaging to our relat ions with the Laotian government . 

In supporting its recommendations and in its co~ments on State-ISA 
proposals, the JCS argued that an integrated approach should be taken to 
the security of Southeast Asia, .. lith our actions in Laos closely related 
to those taken on behalf of South Vietnam . They sa ... T the key problem for 
all of Southeast Asia as the DRV's aggressive intent. As they stated, 
"the root of the problem is i n North Vietnam and must be dealt ,vith 
there." ~ Moreover , they felt that reconnaissance operations into 
and over Laos ... Ter e justified because they sa"T Laotian security as dependent 
on that of South Vietnam. "Laos," they argued , "would not be able to 
endure the establish~ent of a communist -- or pseudo neutralist -- state 
on its eastern flank." They criticized our "self-imposed restrictions" 
as tending to make the task in Vietnam "more complex, time-consuming, and 
in the end, more costly" and for possibly signalling "irresol ution to our 
enemies." ~J:/ Accordingly, they i mplied that the United States should 
convince the Laotian Premier of the need to take direct action against the 
Viet Min~ infiltration through l ow-level reconnaissance and other cross
border operations -- but above all, to carry out these actions in order to 
i mpress the DRV with our resolve to deny its insurgents a sanctuary. In 
the specific context of recommending these kind of actions , they stated 
"that the time has come to lift the restrictions "Thich limit the effective
ness of our milh;ary operations." ~21 

The State-ISA policy vie"T also regarded Laos and Vietnam as parts of 
the overall Southeast Asian problem, but in early 1964 their conception 
of hmv U.S. objectives might be achieved extend~d beyond the need to th\,rart 
the communist guerrilla threat . In this vie,'l , policy success meant 
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"bolstering the capability of all free countries in the area to resist 
communi.st encroachment." This required cooperating with the sovereign 
governments of these countries and being careful not to erode their 
authority or contribute to their instability. ~ Thus, instead of cross 
border ground probes or low-level reconnaissance missions , Ivhich might 
prove politically embarrassing to the shaky regime of Laotian Premier 
Souvanna Phouma , the State-ISA vieiv favored extending the mission of 
Laotian ground reconnaissance teams , which had been sponsored covertly by 
the· CIA Ivith the Premier's support. '!!JJ Moreover, this approach to policy 
included the vie"IV that, ,vi thin the scope of broad regional policy goals , 
solutions to problems in individual countries should be tailored to the 
unique political context of each country. Insofar as Laos I'ras concerned , 
this meant not only being sensitive to Souvanna Phouma's political status, 
but also adhering to the letter and spirit of the 1962 Geneva Accords, on 
which it was conceded the structure of a stable political future must be 
erected. In the State-ISA vie"r , the only alternative to this approach 
would be an eventual large-scale deployment of U.S. ground forces to drive 
out the Pathet Lao/NVA forces. ~ 

The meaning of these different overall policy conceptions for the 
planning processes of April and early May 1964 was that the U.S. Government 
was faced with a dilemma - - whether to take remedial military actions which 
might ease the short-term problems in South Vietnam or "rhether to dramatize 
our commitment to all of Southeast Asia ",ith the long-term solution in mind . 
The dilemma "'i'TaS particularly complex because elements of one alternative 
"'i'rere needed to enable progress tOl·rard the other. Specifically, three 
accomplishments "rere considered vital to our long-term objectives in South
east Asia: (1) to convince Hanoi, w'hose direction of the i nsurgencies was 
certain, of our resolve to prevent the success of its aggressive policies; 
(2) to maintain the cooperation of Souvanna Phouma and the Laotian neu
tralist political structure (which also required the support of the Geneva 
members) and thereby preserve the framework of the 1962 Geneva Accords; and 
(3) to build a stable, effective political authority in South Vietnam. 
Vital to the third accomplishment "ras our maj or short-term obj ective -- of 
permanently reversing the trends in the guerrilla war in South Vietnam. 
These, in turn, were believed to be sustained in their currently deterio
rating direction by the infiltration of men and supplies from North Vietnam. 
The possibility was recognized that determining the extent of this infil
tration and eliminating it, if necessary, might be a decisive element in a 
solution of the short-term problem . 

However, the short -term solution involved potential threats to the 
long-term policy elements: the most effective measures for obtaining the 
necessa~J intelligence involved actions likely to alienate Souvanna and 
damage the polit~cal structure in Laos. Yet, ~ome of this same kind of 
i ntelligence would be important in convincing the Premier of the need to 
permit low-level reconnaissance flights and other kinds of operations. 
On the other hand, the impact of the infiltration on the Hal' in South 
Vietnam was far from certain. For example, Ambassador Unger reported in 
December that the recent use of the Laotian corridor was not extensive 
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enough to have influenced. significantly the then intensive VC efforts 
in South Vietnam. '22/ Hence , if the desired. military operations were 
undertaken without Souva.rma ' s approval , and. it 'iTaS discovered. that the 
infiltration 'iTaS not really crucial to the'iTar in the South , a l ong-term 
interest would. have been compromised. without r ecei v i ng any r eal short
term advantage . 

To further complicate the picture , d.irect strikes against North Viet
nam were being advocated. as a means to obtain both l ong and short-term 
goals. On the one hand., overt military actions had. been recommended to 
convi nce the DRV of our resolve. On the other hand., they were proposed. 
as a means to force Hanoi to stop the flow of materi a l assistance to the 
South. 221 Moreover , it 'iTaS generally agreed. 'iT i thin policy circles tha t 
such actions must be supported. by public disclosures of the k ind. of con
vincing evidence of Hanoi ' s support for the VC t hat the Administration 
did. not yet possess . 

By the end. of March , . one aspect of policy puzzle had. been r esolved . 
On 17 March , Ambassador Lodge reported. a long conversation between General 
Khan.b. and. a Laotian representative , ''lith Souvanna ' s permission , at I<Thich 
a working agreement bet'YTeen military forces of the two governments was 
obtained.. Khanh and. Phoumi Nousavan , Laotian rightist military comman
d,er , arranged. to resume diplomatic relations between the t'iTO countries 
during that "Teek and. came to other more specific agreements as follo,'ls : 

1. Laotians agreed. to ailm'T South Vietnam to have 
fr ee passage i n Southern Laos, to create a combined. 
Laotian-Vietnamese staff to use all the bas es including 
Tchepone , and. to conduct bombardment 'YTi th unmarked. T-28 
planes (in the areas I<There FAR (Phoumi 's) forces were 
engaged.) . 

2. The l O-kilometer l imit on hot pursuit is abro
gated.; commando raids and. sabotage can be und.ertaken 
without limit by combined. Laotian and. South Vietnamese 
units; South Vietnamese officers will serve the Laotian 
units to provid.e added. l eadershi p. W 

Previously, Presid.ent Johnson had indicated. approval of cross -border ground. 
penetrations into Laos "along any lines which can be worked. out bet''leen 
Khanh and. Phoumi with Souvanna's endorsement ." Although aski ng Secretaries 
Rusk and. McNamara to develop a j oint recommendation concerning U.S. parti
cipation in air strikes within Laos , the President .vent on to state a posi
tion consonant 'id th that of the State-ISA view : 

"My f~rst thought is that it is important to seek 
support from Souva.nna Phouma and. to build. a stronger case 
before '<Te take action which might have only limited. mili
t ary effect and. could. trigger wid.er Communist action in 
Laos ." ~ 

C. Planning Overt Actions on Contingency Bas is (April-May) 

The planning efforts 0:( April and. early May attempted. to accommodate 
the r emaining contradictory aspects of the policy d.ilemma . On t he same 
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day he signed NSAM 288 approving Secretary HcNamara 'a visit report, the 
President s ent the first of two closely spaced messages to Ambassador 
Lodge that could have set the tone for the planning ahead. (Presumably 
the President ' s vielors were communicated to the principal officials in 
the agencies involved in planning for Southeast Asia.) Commenting on 
Lodge 's critique of the HcNamara report, he inJicated favor for the 
Ambassador's expressed preference for "carrot and stick" pressures short 
of overt military action, and specifically "reserve[dJ judgment on overt 
U.S. measures against North Vietnam." 2J} Three days l ater he cabled 
confirmation that actions being studied w'ith North Vietnam as a target 
were regarded strictly as contingency planning. ~ 

Principa l focus for the planning during April was OSD/ISA, with 
assistance from the Far Eastern Bureau and the Vietnam Committee, in 
the Department of State, and from the JCS. During the first three weeks 
of April, it developed three or four versions of scenarios of political 
actions "to set the stage and to develop support both at home and abroad" 
for different categories of military action against North Vietnam. Ini
tially, the categories, and their scenarios , were regarded separately, 
although the first "Covert SVN action against the North ( with U.S. covert 
support)," was recognized as the stage of political-military activity in 
which the United States was currently engaged . The others, (1) covert 
U.S. support of overt GVN aerial mining and air strike operations and 
(2) overt joint U.S. and GVN aerial r econnaissance , naval displays, 
naval bombardments and air attacks, l'lOuld necessarily have to foll0l-1. nJ 
In subsequent versions, the planning evolved more explicitly toward a 
continuous scenario in three sequential phases. 

In each version, hG\vever, the "current" scenario included such 
political measures as: (1) a speech by General Khanh stating GVN .Iorar 
aims; (2) a briefing for "friendly" senators and congressmen on our 
aims in Southeast Asia and the problem of DRV directions of the VC; 
(3) public explanations of U.S. policy tOivard South Vietnam; and (4) 
diplomatic discussions with the United Kingdom and the North Atlantic 
COll..l1cil. Each of the second scenarios, ,·rhich came to be characterized 
by GVN-USAF/FARMGATE air operations, contained similar actions but placed 
emphasis on political initiatives that would surface in Saigon rather 
than in Washington, "so as to mainta in the credibility of the sovereignty 
of the GVN." This stage also included such measures as: (1) another trip 
to Saigon by Secretary HcNamara for the specific purpose of obtaining 
General Khanh ' s agreement to begin overt GVN actions against the North; 
(2) consultations 'with Thailand and the Philippines; (3) Presidential 
consultations I·rith key congress ional leaders; and ( 4 ) public release of 
a nevT state Department White 'Paper on North Vietnamese involvement in the 
insurgency . EacL of the final scenarios, Ivhicil came to be associated .,oTith 
our overt re sponses to DRV/CHICOM escalations, included diplomatic and 
political preparations for direct U.S. actions . Significantly, the 
scenarios also incorporated initiatives leading to an international con
ference on Vietnam at Geneva. 56/ 

The evolution toward a continuous sequential scenario reflects the 
influence of the JCS. Their re sponse to. the 31 Harch draft: (1) called 
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for approximate tL'lle-phasing of the various steps in "the scenario"; 
(2) urged a fusion· of the scenario with CINCPAC operational planning 
(OPLAN 37 /61.~); and (3) attempted to incorporate Secretary McNamara ' s 
requested border control operations into the political actions recom
mended for the current time period. Moreover , the JCS developed a 
'1political/military scenario" for graduated overt military pressure 
against North Vietnam, as called for in Secretary McNamara ' s Recommenda 
tion No . 12, 16 March 1964 . lVithin this scenario the JCS included 
"expanded U.S. overt military pressures" against the DRV. In effect , 
they outlined a continually intensifying program of military pressures 
which increas ingly involved. U.S. military participation. 21i 

Complementing the thrust of JCS advice, the next draft, 8 April, 
removed current political actions from the list of political scenarios 
and treated them i n a section entitled "Steps \lThich Should be Taken 
Nm-r ." The current scenarios included: (1) GVN/FARMGATE graduated overt 
military pressures against North Vietnam; (2) separate Laotian and 
Caniliodian border control act ions ; (3) separate GVN retaliatory actions 
against North Vietnam; and (4) overt U.S. graduated military pressures 
against North Vietnam . The detailed scenario for the GVN/FARMGATE opera
tions .las reviewed by Mr. McNaughton with William Sullivan of the Depart
ment of State and Michael Forrestal of the \lThite House staff. The 
scenario version resulting from this conference , contains the JCS
recommended time-phasing, in terms of D-Day minus X approximations . It 
also incorporates specific military actions recommended by the JCS sub 
mission. Apparently, only this scenario and the detailed description 
of "steps vlliich Should be Taken NO\v" were cirC.ulated for comment by other 
agencies . Apparently, this draft provided the basis for scenario dis - . 
cussions held in Saigon among Secretary Rusk, Assistant Secretary William 
Bundy, CJCS \lTheeler , Ambassador Lodge and certain military and civilian 
members of the Country Team on 19-20 April 1964 . 

A l ater version was prepared on 20 April and fonvarded to the Chairman , 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, on 23 April . Significantly, it contained only three 
scenarios : I. "Uncommitting" steps "I-lhich should be taken nm-l ; II. GVN/ 
FARMGATE graduated overt pressures on DRV; III . Contingency Plan for U.S. 
overt response to DRV /CHICOM reactions. It also carried the follovTing 
comment concerning their relationship : 

"It should be noted that carrying out Scenario I does 
not necessarily commit the U.S . to commence Scenario II; and 
that Scenario II may be carried out vrithout requiring resort 
to Scenario III. Ho,tlever , since Scenario II cannot be launched 
without our being prepared to carry out Scenario III, you should 
assume that it may be necessary for the D-Day of Scenario III to 
occur as soon as 10 days after the D-Day of Scenario II. Scenario 
III i s a contingency plan of action which we would contemplate 
putting into effect only if the DRV ' s or Chicom ' s reaction to 
Scenario II vras judged by the President to require overt U.S. 
r esponse ." 58/ 
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At the Saigon meeti ng, the concerns of the local officials for 
initiating some immediate measures to relieve the situation in South 
Vietnam came into conflict with the longer-range scenario approach. 
Ambassador Lodge "questionecl the wisdom both of massive publicity and 
of massive destruction actions before a well-planned and well executed 
diplomatic attempt had been made to persuade NVN to call off the 
VC." W He went on to propose communicating to Hanoi , through a 
third-country "interlocutor," our intent to embark on a "carrot and 
stick program, " combining the threat of increasing air strikes with the 
granting of some a ss istance to the DRV. His supporting rationale ex
plicitly caut ioned that the VC reaction to large-scale measures agai~st 
the North might be violent and damaging to the South Vietname se economy. 
More significant may have been the fact that the "large-scale measures" 
proposed in the scenario came quite late in the second stage , a stage 
that may not have been entered -- at least for some time. 

1{hat the Ambassador had in mind regarding a carrot and stick approach 
was not entirely n ev! . It had first been proposed in his memorandum to 
Governor Harriman on 30 October 1963. It was raised again in cables to 
the White House on 20 February and 15 March 1964. §2/ Initially pro
posed in the context of a scheme to encourage the neutrality of North 
Vietnam , the carrot and stick concept envisioned a secret contact w·ith 
Hanoi at ·Hhich an ultimatum would be delivered demanding the DRV I S 

cessation of support for the VC insurgency . Re"\vards for compliance would 
include our making available food imports, to help alleviate the knm'ffi 
shortages affecting North Vietnam in late 1963 ( and early '64). In the 
case of non-compliance, itTe .. rould undertake previous ly threatened punitive 
strikes to "\oThich we would not admit publicly. What was neiv in the pro- . 
posal o·f 19 April vTere : (1) the suggestion for using a third country 
intermediary and ( 2) that one element of the "carrot" might be our pledge 
to itJithdravT some U.S. personnel from South Vietnam . The latter suggest ion 
itTaS criticized by VTilliam Bundy on the basis that I.re didn't yet knmv how 
many and Ivhat types of American military personnel I·Tere needed in South 
Vi etnam. Lodge countered with the comment that "it would be very hard 
indeed for Ho Chi Minh to provide a salable package for his own people 
and for other communist nations unless we can do something that Hanoi 
can point to, even though it would not be a real concession on our 
part,lI §]J 

The ensuing discussion, on a variety of points, provided an indica
tion of some of Secretary Rusk I s paramoU!Tl.t concerns, Ivhich may shed 
important light on l ater policy decis ions . For example, he sought 
opinions on the likely GVN reaction to a Geneva Conference specifically 
for Laos . In another context , he stated "his concern that the extent of 
infiltration and other provisions of support from the North be proven to 
the sat isfaction of our OIm public, of our allies, and of the neutralists." 
During a discussion of the av~ilability of other Asian troops to fight in 
Vietnam , Secretary Ru.sk stated "that itTe are not going to take on the masses 
of Red Chi na vri th ou.r limited manpm-Ter in a conventional itTar ," He also 
stated the opinion that the Chinese "\oTould not opt to intervene militarily 
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unless they felt they could. cotmt on Soviet support and. that we could. bring 
grea~ economic pressure to bear on the Chinese through our allies. While 
expressing the opinion that Hanoi's renunciation of the Viet Cong 1tTould. 
"take the heart out of the insurgency," he indicated doubt that elimination 
of North Vietnam ' s industrial targets would. have much of an adverse i mpact 
on it. Moreover, the Secretary acknowledged. the possibility that such an 
act "would. have forfeited. the 'hostage' which we hold. in the North ... with
out markedly affecting the fight against the Viet Cong, at least in the 
short run." §Jj . 

The major immediate outcome of the meeting was a decision to go ahead. 
wi th t he sugges tion to arrange for the visit of a third. country interlocu
tor to Hanoi. On 30 April, Secretary Rusk visited Ottawa and. obtained. an 
agreement from the Canadian Government to include such a mission am6ng the 
instructions for its new I.C.C. representative. According to the agreement, 
the new official, J. Blair Seaborn, would. : (1) try to determine Ho' s atti
tude t01tTard. Chinese support, whether or not he feels over-extend.ed., and 
his aims in South Vietnam; (2) stress U. S. d.etermination to see its obj ec
ti ves in South Vietnam achieved.; (3) emphasi ze the limits of U. S. aims in 
Southeas t Asia and. that it wanted no permanent bases or installations there; 
and. (4) convey U.S. willingness to assist North Vietnam I'Tith its economic 
problems. Other results of the Saigon meeting consisted of a variety of 
actions recommended. by Secretary Rusk . Of these, only four were related 
to the issue of military pressures against North Vietnam. These were recom
mendations to (1) engage "more flags " in efforts directly supporting the 
GVN; (2) deploy a carrier task force to establish a permanent U.S. naval 
presence at Cam Ranh Bay; (3) initiate anti -junk operations that l-TOuld. "inch 
north'tTard." along the Vietnam coast; and (4) enlist SEATO countries in an 
effort to isolate the DRV from economic or cultural relations with the Free 
Vlorld. §J} 

D.Conflict of Short and. Long Term Viel'Ts: Caution Prevails 

During the last week of April and. the early weeks of May, the con
tention between those urging prompt mea.sures and. those counseling a delib
erate, cautious pacing of our actions continued.. }I'or example, Walt Rostow 
urged. Secretary Rusk to consider hOl'j difficult it would be to make a cred
ible case in support of actions to force Hanoi's adherence to the Geneva 
Accords if politica l d.eterioration took place in Laos and. South Vietnam . 
Predicting such .an eventuality in the coming months, he implied that the 
necessa ry actions should. be taken soon. §!Jj Similarly, Ambassador Lodge 
cont inued. to advocate prompt implementation of his carrot and. stick approach 
including, if VC provocations 1tTarranted, a ,yell-timed. reprisal just prior 
to Commissioner Seaborn's arrival in Hanoi . These views vTere communicated. 
to Secretary McNamara and. Vlilliam Sullivan during their visit to Saigon, 
12-13 May, and. confirmed. in a cable to the Presid.ent three days later . §2} 

The JCS commented. on the final version of the State-ISA political
military scenarios and. criticized. them for not including the more immed.iate 
actions requested. in NS,\l',f 288: namely, border control and. retaliatory 
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operations. Making a distinction betl-reen border operations already 
arranged for (Recommendation 11) and those intended by Recommendation 
12, they advocated incorporating in the second-stage scenario retalia
tory operat ions and overt military pressures against North Vietnam. 
They also urged including border control operations of battalion-size 
or larger , low-level reconnaissance by U.S . alrcraft , and VNAF air 
operations in Laos that include strikes on bridges and armed route 
reconnaissance . In justifying such actions, they stated: 

" •. • military operations against the DRV to help stabilize 
the situation in the Republic of Vietnam, and other opera
tions planned to help stabilize the situation in Laos , 
involve the attack of the same target systems and to a 
considerable extent the same t argets . Assistance in the 
achievement of the objective in the Republic of Vietnam 
through operations against NVN could like"rise have a 
similar result in Laos, offering the possibility of a 
f avorable long-term solution to the insurgency problem 
in Sout.heast Asia . It §§j 

Hm.;ever , the deliberate, cautious approach continued to hold s'tray. 
Secretary McNamara's trip to Saigon, called for early i n the second
stage scenario as a means to obtain General Khanh ' s agreement to i nitiate 
overt operations against the North, did not include this purpose . On the 
contrary, a week prior to the visit General Khanh had raised ,-lith 
Ambassador Lodge the is sue of. putting his country on a fully mobilized 
war footing -- accompanying it with a declaration that further inter
f erence by Hanoi in South Vietnamese affairs would bring reprisals --
and Secretary McNamara ,.;as instructed to i mpress upon Khanh that such 
drastic measures and threatening gestures were unnecessary at. the 
moment . §]J More important , it was stressed that the GVN Itsystematic
ally and aggressively demonstrate to the ,wrld that the subversion of 
the South is directed from Hanoi,1t through sending It capable ambassadors 
t o the important capitals of the world to convince governments of t h i s 
fact." Moreover , ,.rhi l e assuring General Khanh that our commitment to 
his country and Laos Itdoes not rule out the use of forc e ... against North 
Vietnam," the Secretary vTaS advised to remind him that It such actions 
must be supplementary to and not a substitute for successful counter
insurgency in the Southlt -- and that It we do not intend to provide 
military support nor QDdertake the military objective of 'rolling back' 
coriJmunist control in North Vietnam ." §!}./ 
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IV. Dealing with the Laot ian Crisis 

A. Laos in Danger: "Pressure Planning" 

In mid-May 1964, a new factor entered the policy-shaping process -
a factor which cast a shadovr of crisis management over the entire decision 
making environment. On 17 llIay, pro-communist ""'orces in Laos began an of
fensive 'which led to their control of a significant portion of the Plaine 
des Jarres. On the 21st, the United states obtained SOQvanna Phouma's 
permission to conduct low'-level reconna issa.l1ce operations over the occu
pied areas. §!)j For several I.reeks the offensive tr.L1'eatened to destroy 
t he security of the neutralist-rightist position -- and with it the polit
ical underpinning of U.S.-Laotian policy . These developments lent a greater 
sense of urgency to the arguments of those advisers favoring prompt meas
ures to strengthen the U.S. position in Southeast Asia. 

The most avid of those urging prompt action were the JCS. On 19 May 
they had recommended a ne", more intensive series of covert operations 
for the four-month Phase II Ql1der OPLAN 34-A. 121 On the 23rd, r eferring 
to their earlier recommendations to incorporate larger border control and 
retaliatory operations and overt graduated pressures in the next-phase 
scenario, they expressed opinions on the urgency of preparing for such 
actions. Particular emphasis was placed on the need to consult "i th the 
GVN so that the necessary training and joint operational preparations could 
take place. The JCS prodded State with the cO!J1..ment, "The Department of 
State should t ake the le ad on this but as yet has not," at the same time 
r ecalling that the operations in question had been provided for under the 
approved CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64 (17 April 1964). In another plea for prompt 
implementat ion, they argued that since these operations were to be plausi
bly deniable by the United States , "efforts to create the necessary cli
mate of opinion should not be, of necessity , too time consuming." JJJ 

Figuring prominently in the retaliatory oper at ions and the graduated 
pressures advocated by the JCS against North Vietnam vrere air strikes --
some by the VNAF alone a.l1d some in cooperation with USAF/FAID1GATE and other 
U.S. air units. Hhat they thought these kinds of operations could accom
plish varied according to the t argets struck a.l1d the composition of the 
attacking force. Assuming a.11 air campaign ordered for the purpose of: 
(1) causing the DRV to stop supporting the Viet Cong and Pathet Lao and 
(2) reducing its capab ility to renew such support, the JCS perceived the 
folIo-wing categories of accomplisbment : Category A - They believed that 
undertaking " armed reconnaissance along highvrays leading to Laos," strik-
i ng "airfields identified with supporting" the insurgents, and destroying 
"supply and arnmun i tion depots , petroleum storage and military (installa
tions) connected with PL/VC support" ,.;ould result in "a r eduction of DRV 
support. ,. Category B - They believed that str: king the "remaining airfields." 
destroying "important r a ilroad and highi'Tay bridges" and "depots in northern . 
:NVN," conduct ing aerial mining operations , and bombing "petroleum storage 
in Hanoi and Haiphong" iwuld result in a reduced''DRV military capability 
to take action against Laos and the RVN . t! Category C .:. They cited the 
remaining capability for effectively destroying the North Vietnamese in
dustrial b ase . 'JJJ 
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In the same appraisal, the JCS ,{ent on to estimate the time reCl,uired. 
to achieve 85% damage against the various target categories, using d.iffer
ent force combinations in continuous operations. For category A, they 
estimated, it would. take the VNA.F alone more than seven months, if they 
could. sustain c011lbat operati~ns that long; the VNAF plus FARMGATEB-57's 
would. reCl,uire over tvro months. By using, in ad.dition, U.S. land. and. 
carrier-based air units readily available in the western Pacific, they 
claimed. that targets in category A could. be eliminated. in only twelve days; 
those in all categories could. be destroyed. in 46 days. They add.ed. that 
sustaining this destruction on LOC targets ,{ould. reCl,uire restrikes "con
ducted. for an ind.eterminate period .. " 

The JCS were not the only Presidential ad.visers to sense the urgency 
created by the situation in Laos. Referring to "recent steps with regard. 
to bombing operations in Laos and. reconnaissance which step up the pace," 
Secretary Rusk cabled. Ambassador Lodge to seek suggestions for ,·mys to 
achieve greater solidarity in South Vietnam . He explained. that in Wash
ingi;on, the fragility of the situation in South Vietnam was seen as an 
obstacle to further U.S. military involvement in southeast Asia. As he 
stated, "We need. to assure the President that everything humanly possible 
is being done both in 'dashington and. by the government of Vietnam to pro
vide a solid. base of determination from v7hich far-reaching decisions could. 
proceed."]J./ LOdge's reply reflected. a new "l'lrinkle in his usual propo
sals for prompt, but carefully masked. actions. He expressed the attitude' 
that some kind. of firm action against North Vietnam by U.S. and. South Viet
namese forces was the only way to bring about a significant improvement 
in the GVN effort. 1lJj This view complemented an apparently gro"l'ring be
lief among Presid.ential ad.visers · "that additional efforts within South 
Vietnam by the U.S. will not prevent further deterioration there." ]2/ 

This belief, together "Ti th the threat presented by 'the Pathet La,o 
offensive , led. to a resumption of scenario development. However, in the 

. new "crisis management" atmosphere, several ne"T elements affected. the proc
ess. One was the fact that the latest scenario "Tas prepared. 8,S a draft 
memorandum for the President. Another "Tas the expectation that it "Tould. 
be presented. to and. discussed. among the principal officials of the parti
cipating agencies, serving as an Executive comrnittee of the National Secu
rity Cou..11.cil. And. finally, the crisis in Laos apparently had. focused. ad.
visory interest primarily on one stage -- that dealing with overt operations 
against North Vietnam. The scenario no longer contained. a section d.evoted. 
to "uncommitting steps which should. be taken now." J.2J The rationale 
b ehind. this shift of emphasis ,'las explained to Ambassador Lodge, an out
spoken critic of both the overt approach and. the scenario, by Secretary 
Rusk: 

"It is our present Vie"l'T here that [Substantial initial 
attacks "Tithout acknowledgmenY would. simply not be f easi
ble. Even if Hanoi its'elf did. not publicize them, there 
are enough ICC and. other observers in North Vietnam who 
might pick them up and. there is also the major possibility 
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of leakage at the South Vietnam end. Thus, publicity seems 
almost inevitable to us here for any attack that did signifi
cant damage." 77/ 

B. A New Scenario: 30 Days of Se~uential Politico-Military Action 

On the same day that the JCS urged that the GVN be consulted regard
ing preparations for border control and retaliatory operations, the new 
scenario of political and military actions was completed. The scenario 
called for a 30-day sequence of military and political pressures coupled 
'with initiatives to enter negotiations with Hanoi (see Table 1). Military 
actions would not start until after "favorable action on a U. S. Con
gressional Joint Resolution" supporting U. S. resistance to DRV aggres
sions in Southeast Asia. Initially, the strikes would be carried out by 
GVN aircraft, but as they progressed, USAF/F.Am.1GATE and other U. S. air 
units would join in. These "vJould continue despite negotiations, until 
there was clear evidence that North Vietn~~ had stopped its subversion 
of the South." The negotiating objectives would be to obtain both agree 
ment and evidence that (1) "terrorism, armed attacks, and armed resis
tance stop" and (2) "communicat ions on the net'\wrks out of the North are 
conducted entirely in uncoded form. I, 78/ 

Presented along with tbe scenario "Jere assessments of likely communist 
react ions ~nd the possible U. S. r esponses to these moves. The mose likely 
military reactions to the scenario actions "Jere seen as expanded insurgency 
operations, including possible "sizeable infiltration" of North Vietnames"e 
ground forces, and a drive tmvard the Mekong by Pathet Lao and North Viet
namese forces. The Soviet Union ,o[as expected to intensify its diplomatic 
opposition to U. S. policies and China vT8.S expected to (1) augment North . 
Vietnamese air defense capabilities, and (2) successfully dissuade Hanoi 
from any willingness (particularly after U. S. air operations began) to 
reduce its support of the Viet Congo To counter communist reactions, the 
proposal specified in each contingency that intensified operations against 
North Vietnam vTOuld be the most effective option. In response to intensi
fied inslrrgency, considered the least intense (though most likely) alterna
tive available to the communist pmo[ers, the proposal included provision 
for augmenting South Vietn~m.ese for ces "by U. S. ground forces prepositioned 
in South Vietnam or on board ship nearby. ,. 

The May 23, 1964 scenario read as follows: (Table 1) 

ttl. Stall off any I conference on [Laos oil Vietnam until 
D-Day. ' 

2. I:'ltermediary (Canadian? ) tell N')rth Vietnam in general 
terms that U.S. does not want to destroy the North Vietnam regime 
(and indeed is Ivilling I to provide a carrot '), but is determined 
to protect .South Vietnam from North Vietnam. 

3. (D-30) Presidential speech in general terms l aunching 
Joint Resolution. 

4. (D-20) Obtain Joint Resolution approving past actions 
and authorizing whatever is necessary with respect to Vietnam. 
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Concurrently: An effort should. be mad.e to 
strengthen the posture in South Vietnam . 
Integrating (interlard.ing i n a single chain 
of command) the South Vietnamese and. U.S. 
milita:ry and civilian elements critical to 
pacification, down at least to the district 
level, might be undertaken. 

5. (D-16) Direct CINCPAC to take all prepositioning and. 
logistic actions that can be taken 'quietly' for the D-Day forces 
and. the forces described. in Paragraph 17 below. 

6. (D-15) Get Khanh's agreement to start overt South Viet
namese air attacks against targets in the North (s ee D-Day item 15 

'below), and. inform him of U.S. guarantee to protect South Vietnam 
in the event of North Vietnamese and/or Chinese r etaliation. 

7. (D-14) Consult with Thailand. and. the Philippines to get 
permission for U.S. deployments; and. consult with them plus U.K., 
Australia, Ne,v Zealand. and. Pakistan , asking for their open politi
cal support for the und.ertaking and for their participation in 
the re-enforcing action to be undertaken in anticipation of North 
Vietnamese and/or Chines e retaliation. 

8. (D-13) Releas e an expand.ed. 'Jordan Report ,' including 
recent photography and. evidence of the communications nets, giving. 
full documentation of North Vietnamese supply and. direction of 
the Viet Congo 

9. (D-12) Direct CTIiCPAC to begin moving forces and making 
specific plans on the assumption that strikes will be made on 
D-Day (s ee Attachment B-l(- in backup materials for d.eployments). 

10. (D-10) Khanh makes speech demanding that North Vietnam 
stop aggression, threatening unspecified. military action if he 
does not. (He could. refer to a 'carrot .') 

11. (D-3) DiscussioD-B with Ailies not covered in Item 7 
above. 

12. (D-3) President informs U.S. public (and thereby North 
Vietnam) that action may come , referring to Khanh speech (Item 10 
above) a.nd. d.eclaring support for South Vietnam. 

13. (D-l) Khanh announces that all efforts have failed. and. 
that attacks are imminent. (Again he refers to limited goal and 
possibly to 'carrot .') 

14. CD-Day ) Remove U. S. d.ependents. 
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15 .' (D- Day ) l aunch first strikes ( see Attachment C~-* for 
targets ). Initially, mine their ports and strike North Vietnar~ 's 
transport and related. a,bili ty (bridges , trains) to move south; 
and then against t argets which have maximum psychological e:(fect 
on the North I S "rilline;ness to stop insurgency -- roL storage , 
selected. ct i:.: fields , barracks/ training ai'e.1.s , bride;es, r ailroad. 
yard.s , port facilities , communications , and industries . Initially, 
these strikes would. be by South Vietnamese aircraft; they could. 
then be expand.ed. by adding FAIDDATE, or U. S. a'ircraft, or any 
combi nation of them. 

16. (D- Da,y ) Call for conference on Vietnam (and. go to UN). 
State the limited. obj ecti ve : Not to overthrm{ t he North Vietnam 
r egime nor to d.estroy the country, but to stop DRV-directed. Viet 
Cong terrorism and. resiste,nce to '.)8.cification efforts in the 
South. Essential that i t be made- clear that attacks on the North 
will continue (L e. , no cease-fire) until (a) terrorism, armed. 
attacks, and. arrJ.E:d. resistance to pacifi cation efforts i n the 
South stop , and. Cb) communica tions on t he netYlorks out of the 
North are conducted. ent i rely in uncocled. form. 11 13../ 

The scenario \'Tas circulated among members of the ExCom and. discussed 
during their neetings of 24 a,nd 25 May . Apparently, modifications Here 
made in the course of these meetings, a s notations in the SecDef files 
indicate sc~nario versions of 24, 25 and. 26 Hay . In addition to the 
ass essments that accompanied. the scenario proposal, the discussants ha d. 
available to the..'ll an estimate of likely conseCluences of the proposed. ac
tions , pre:f.8,recl by the Board. of National Estimates , CIA , Hith State and. 
DIA assistance, and concurred. i n by the U. S. Intelligence Beard .. §sY 

The national estimate agreed essentially with the pro~osal's ass es s
ment of Soviet and. Chinese reactions and. conclud.ed that Ranoi I s would. vary 
with t he intensity of the U.S.jGVN acti ons . The national intelligence 
board.s believed. that Hanoi '\lould. order the Viet Cong and Fa thet lao to 
refrain from dramat ic ne,,! attacks, and mi ght reduce the level of the i::-c
surrections for the moment l1 in response to U. S. force deployments Or G'IN 
USAF/ FAro'DATE attacks . Tne expected DRV r at i onale , supported. by ~eking 
and Mosco1'l , "Tould. be to bank on "a neH Geneva Conferelcce or UN action ... 
[til bring a cessa.t i on of attacks" and. to stabilize cOr.'2Jl.unist gains in 
Vietnam and. Laos . COlll':!lunis t agi ta tion of "I{or Id opinion I'lould be employeel 
to bd ng on the conference . If attacks on North Vietnam continued, the 
intelligence boards saw Hano i intens ifying its political initiatives, but 
also pos s ibly increasing 'the teml'o of the i nsur:rections i n South Vietna,."U 
and. Laos . II If tile se tactics failed to produce a settlement lla.l1d. North 
v~ etnC'..m began to s'J.ffe:r: cons id.erable destruct i on ," the boards estimated. : 

"He i ncline t o the· vie;'T tha t [jiRV leaderi/ YlOuld. 10Her 
their terms for a n egotiating outcome ; they would do so i n 
the i nterests of preserving their regi.TO.e and. in t he expectation 
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of being able to renew the insurrections in South Vietnam and 
Laos at a l ater date. ·There would nevertheless be a significant 
danger that they would fight, believing that the U.S. would still 
not be vTilling to undertake a maj or ground war, or that if it 
ioTaS, it could ultimately be defeated by the methods which were 
successful against the French." 81/ 

In its discussion of the problem of compelling Hanoi to halt the VC 
insurgency, the national estimate emphasized that this depended on affect
ing the IoTill of the DRV leaders . It stressed that the measures called 
for in the scenario "would not seriously affect communist capabilities to 
continue that insurrection," stating that If the primary sources of commu
nist strength in South Vietnam are indigenous ." On the other hand, it 
predicted that vTithdrawal of material assistance from North Vietnam vTOuld 
badly hurt the Pathet Lao capability. Because of the crucial importance 
of Hanoi I s ~, the estimate argued that the DRV Ifmust understand that 
although the U.S. is not seeking the destruction of the DRV regime, the 
U.S. is fully prepared to bring ascending pressures to bear to persuade 
Hanoi to reduce the insurrections. 1f But, while comprehending U.S. pur
poses in the early phase of the scenario actions, they may "tend increas
ingly to doubt the limited character of U.S. ai.ms" as the scale of the 
att acks increases . The report adds: 

If Similarly, the retaliatory measures which Hanoi might 
take in Laos and South Vietnam might make it increasingly 
difficlut for the U.S. to regard its objectives as attainable 
by limited means . Thus difficulties of comprehension might 
increase on ~ sides as the scale of action mounted. If 82/ 

C. Rejection of Scenario: If Use Force if Necessary" 

At its meeting on 25 May, the ExCom apparently decided not to retain 
the scenario approach in the courses of action it vTOuld recommend to the 
President . At least , it abandoned the time-phasing aspects of the series 
of actions contained in the scenario proposal, and it made explicit its 
purpose not to embark on a series of moves Ifaimed at the use of force as 
an end in itself.1f 83/ The available evidence is far from conclusive on 
the reasons "lvhy the scenario approach "lvas cast aside, but it seems clear 
that the potential for entering into an escalating conflict in which our 
limited objectives might become obscured weighed heavily in the decision. 

In addition to the evidence already cited, a strong indication of the 
ExCom's desire to avo id the ·possibility of escalation is contained in the 
draft memorandum prepared for President Johnson, as a result of the 25 May 
meeting. In this memorandum, it was recommended that the President decide: 

If ••. that the U.S. will use selected and carefully graduated 
military force against North Vietnam, under the follovring con
ditions: (1) after appropriate diplomatic and political Io!arning 
and preparation, (2) and unless such "liarning and preparation __ 
in combination with other efforts __ should produce a sufficient 
improvement of non-Communist prospects in South Vietnam and in 
Laos to make military action against North Vietnam unnecessary. If 84/ 
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The recormnendation was based on an explicit assumption "that a d.ecision 
to use force if necessary, backed. by resolute and. extensive d.eployment, 
and. conveyed. by every possible means to our adversaries, gives the best 
present chance of avoiding the actual use of such force." Reflecting the 
influence of the national intelligence boards' rationale concerning "U.S. 
preparatory and. low-scale action," the ExCom also stated. the belief that 
"selective and carefully prepared. military action against North Vietnam 
will not trigger acts of terror and military operations by the Viet Cong 
which "lould. engulf the Khanh regime ." §5./ Hhat the ExCom meant by "se
lective and. carefully prepared. military actions" is suggested. by its re
quest, on the same day, for JCS views on the ' feasibility of telegraphing 
intend.ed. action through military d.eployments. §fJ 

Despite its abandon..ment of the paced. scenario approach, the ExCom 
proposed. that many of the actions incorporated. in the scenario be und.er
taken . Although proposing a particular ord.er for these actions, the com
mittee suggested. that the sequence may need. to be mod.ified. in reaction to 
specific d.evelopments, especially in view of different choices available 
to the enemy. In addition to the Presid.ential d.ecision, the recommend.ed. 
actions includ.ed.: (1) communication of our resolve and. limited objectives 
to Hanoi through the Canadian intermediary; (2) conducting a high-level 
Southeast Asian strategy conference in Honolulu; (3) diplomatic initiatives 
at the UN to present the case for DRV aggression; (4) formal and. bilateral 
consultation with SEATO allies, includ.ing the question of obtaining allied. 
force co~nitments; (5) seeking a Congressional Resolution in support of 
U. S. r esistance to communist aggress ion in Southeast Asia; (6) period.ic . 
force d.eployments toward. the region; and (7) an initial strike against 
North Vietnam, "designed. to have more d.eterrent than d.estructive impact" 
and accompanied. by an active diplomatic offensive to restore peace in the 
area -- includ.ing agreement to a Geneva Conference. Further, the ExCom 
recommend.ed. that in the execution of these actions, all functional and. 
geographic elements "should. be treated. as parts of a single problem: the 
protection of {all! Southeast Asia from further comm~Dist encroachment." ~ 

If all of the d.ecisions and. actions contained in the draft memoran-
d:urn were in fact recommend.ed. to the President, all of them were not approved. 
immediately. It is doubtful that the President mad.e the d.ecision to use 
force if necessary, since some advisers were still urging the same kind. 
of decision on him in the weeks to follow. Tne plan to convey a message 
to Hanoi by Canadian channels .. las carried out on June 18, but it may have 
been d.ecid.ed on already before the meeting, given the earlier negotiations 
with Ottalva. §§} The Presid.ent did. approve the calling of a conference 

. in Honolulu "to review for /fiii/ final approval a series of plans for effec
tive actionlt in Southeast Asia. §:2j U.S. policy toward. Southeast Asia 
was explained by Ambassador Stevenson in a major UN speech on 21 May. 
He did. not address the Security Council on this subject again until 6 August, 
after the Tonkin Gulf episode. It is d.oubtful if less publicized. state
ments at the UN contained. the "hitherto secret evid.ence" sugges ted. i n the 
ExCom sessions as "proving Hanoi's responsibility" before the world. d.iplo
mats.:l}} It is likely that questions of consulting with SEATO allies, 
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d.eploying additional f'orc es to Southeast Asia, and requesting a congressional 
resolution "Tere held in abeyance pending that meeting. 

One of' the kinds of' d.evelopments which the ExCom thought would necessi
tate a f'lexible ~pproach to its proposed. action sequence occurred. prior 
to the Honolulu meeting. Its ef'f'ect was to remove some of' the "crisis 
management tl pressure f'rom f'urther policy deliberations. On 27 May, the 
Polish Government proposed. a conf'erence f'ormat f'or laos that avoid.ed many 
of' the undesirable features of' the Geneva proposals YThich had. been supported, 
by communist governments in the past. Af'ter two days of' d.eliberations, 
during which time Secretary Rusk d.eparted. f'or Nehru's f'uneral in Nei'l Delhi, 
a policy group composed, of' several ExCom members d.etermined, that the United 
States should attempt initially "to treat [thi! Lao question separately 
f'rom [thi!. SVN-NVN problem." Reasoning that "if' LaJ satisf'actory Lao 
solution /jleri! not achieved" LaJ basis should, have been laid, f'or possi
ble subsequent actions that would, permit our d.ealing more ef'f'ectively with 
NVN with re spect [til both SVN and, Laos," the group d.ecid.ed. to recommend, 
to the Presid.ent that he accept the Polish proposal. Integral to the a;p.
proach would be a "Clear expression of' U.S. d.etermination .•• that U.S. Lii] 
not willing [til i'lrite of'f' Laos to [thi] communis ts," and, assurances to 
Souvanna Phouma "that we would, be prepared. to give him prompt and. direct 
mili tary support if' the Polish Conf'erence "Tas [Sii/ not successful." 2]j 
Hith r espect to our larger objectives in Southeast Asia, the proposed, dis
cussions among r epresentatives of' Laos, the I.C.C. and, the Geneva co
chairmen would, have the advantage of' permitting Souvanna to continue to 
insist upon his preconditions for any r esumed. 14-nation conf'erence, and. 
would. avoid. the issue of' Vietnam. 
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V. The Question of Pressures Against the North 

With the policy line and. the courses of action for dealing with Laos 
d.etermined, and. with the Laotian military situation having become somewhat 

. stabilized, the Aci..ministration turned to the broader issues of its South
east Asian policy. These were among the principal concerns of the Honolulu 
Conference, 1-2 June 1961~. 

A. The Honolulu Conference: Defining the U.S. Commitment. 

The Honolulu Conference was approached with the realization that 
the "gravest d.ecisions are in front of us and. other goverp..ments about [fhi! 
free v!orld.' s interest in and. commitment to /Jhi! security of Southeast 
Asia." '25J The State Department sa", such decisions focusing on three "cen
tral questions": (1) Is the security of Southeast Asia vital to the United. 
States and the Free World.? (2) Are additional steps which carry risks of 
escalation necessary? (3) Hill the additional steps accomplish our goals 
of stopping intrusions of Hanoi and. Peking into South Vietnam? The Confer
ence apparently began with the answer to the first question as a basic 
assumption. Again State: 

"Our point of departure is and. must be that we cannot 
accept [fh!i! overrunning of Southeast Asia by Hanoi and. 
Peiping. II 2JJ 

In addition to considering specific proposals for improving cond.i
tions in South Vietnam (Administration officials entered. the Conference 
with another assumption that "we must do everything in our pOl·rer to stiffen 
and, strengthen the situation in South Vietnam" <1Jj ), the discussions in 
Honolulu were intended. to help clarify issues with respect to exerting pres 
sures against North Vietnam. 

B. At Honolulu: Exerting Pressure on NVN 

In preparation for the conference, CINCPAC and. CO£.1US'MA.CV had. been 
asked by JCS Chairman Taylor to develop their views on such questions as : 

"(1) d What military actions might be taken in ascen-
ing ord.er of gravity to impress Hanoi with our intention 
to strike NVN"? 

. . (2) ~iliat should. be the purpose and. pattern of the 
initial air strikes against NVN? 

(3) what is your concept of the actions and reactions 
which may arise fror:J. the progressive implementation of 
cnrCPAC 37-64 and 32-64? Ho"r may NVN and Communist China 
respond. to our escalating pressures? 

(4) If at some point Hanoi agrees to d.es·ist from 
further help to VC & PL, hOIi can we verify fulfilLment? 
How long should we be prepared. to maintain our readiness 
postur'e \'lhile awaiting verification? 
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(5) I'mat help should. be sought from SEATO nations 
in relation to the situation (a) in Laos? (b) in SVN?" 221 

Just prior to the conference, the JCS also submitted. their views, 
to which General Taylor did. not subscribe.2§} Expressing concern over 
"a lack of definition" of U.S. objectives, the JCS asserted. that it was 
"their fir st obligation to define a militarily valid. objective for South
east Asia and. then advocate a d.esirable military course of action to achieve 
that objective." With its basis identified. as "military considerations," 
they then made the recommendation that: 

" ... the United. States should. seek through military 
actions to accomplish d.estruction of. the North Vietnamese 
will and capabilities as necessary to compel the Demo
cratic Gover~Jnent of Vietnam (DRV) to cease providing 
support to the insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos. 
Only a course of action geared. to this objective can 
assure that the North Vietnamese support of the subver
sive efforts in Laos and. South Vietnam will terminate . 11 W 

However, the JCS went on to note that "some current thinking appears to dis
miss the objective in favor of a lesser objective, one visualizing limited. 
mili tary action "l'7hich, hopefully, would cause the North Vietnamese to de
cide to terminate their subversive support ... " Drawing a d.istinction be
tween destroying DRV capability to support the insurgencies and. "an enforcea.. 
changing of policy ... "l'7hich, if achieved., may well be temporary, 11 they stated. 
their opinion that "this lesser obj ective '1 was inadeCl,uate for the current 
situation. They agreed., however, to und.ertake a course of action to achieve 
this lesser objective as an "initia l measure." 

What the JCS proposed. as this "initial measure" were a pair of sus
tained attacks to destroy target complexes directly associated with support 
of the communist efforts in Laos and. South Vietnam. Military installat ions 
at Vinh, which served. as a major resupply facility for transshipping war 
materiel into Laos, and. a similar facility at Dien Bien Phu ,.,ere recommend.e·d .. 
In support of these operations, which would. require U.S. participation to 
achieve "timely destruction" as necessary to achieve the objectives, the 
JCS stated a need. to d.emonstrate forcefully that our pattern of responses 
to Hanoi 1 s aggression had. changed. . They argued.: 

We should. not waste critical time and. more re
sources in another protracted. series of "messages," 
but rather "l'Te should. take positive, prompt, and. 
meaningful military action to und.erscore our mean
ing that after more than t"\'l'O years of tolerating 
this North Vietnames e support "He are now d.etermined. 
that it will stop. ~ 

Aside from the JCS, "\vhose vie"lvs were not shared. by their spokesman 
at Honolulu, the mai n voices in support of the id.ea· of attacking the North 
in early June 1964 seemed. to come from Saigon. But t his source of advocacy 
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seemed. to anticipate short-term impacts on South Vietnam, rather than 
ultimate effects on the DRV. On the way to Honolulu , Secretary Rusk had 
talked. with Gener2,1 Khanh, who argued. that South Vietnam could. n?t win 
against the Viet Cong without some military action outside its bord.ers. 
In particular, the General urged. clearing out the communist forces in 
eastern Laos , who might move across the border and attempt to cut South 
Vietnam in two, with the i mplication that GVN forces could. carry out the 
task if given air support. He also favored. attacks directly on North Viet
nam, but said that they "should. be selective and designed to minimize the 
chances of a drastic communist response." 22.1 

At the conference's initial plenary session, Ambassador Lodge also 
argued. i n favor of attacks on the North . ' In answer to Secretary Rusk's 
query about South Vietnamese popular attitudes , which supported Hanoi's 
revolutionary aims , the Ambassad.or stated. his conviction that most support 
for the VC "Tould. f ade as soon as some "counter -t~rrorism measures " were 
begun against the DRV. He urged. "a selective bombing campaign against mili
tary tarfSets in the North" and. predicted. this would "bolster morale and. give 
the population in the South a f eeling of unity." When asked. by Mr. McCone 
hOlY the political differences . among Vietne.mese l ead.ers mig..ht be overcome, 
he stated. the opinion that "if lye bombed. Tchepone or attacked. the LNVN 
motor torpedi/ boats and. the Vietnamese people knew about it, this "Tould 
tend to stimulate their morale, unify their efforts and reduce [theii! 
quarreling." 100/ 

If other comments, either pro or con, Iyere made at the plenary 
session about the desirability of attacking North Vietnam, they were not 
reflected. in the record.. General "Westmoreland. discussed. the "military and. 
security situa tion" in South Vietnam and. appa,rently did. not mention the 
potential impact of measures against the North . Similar d.iscussions of 
the military situations in Laos -and Cambodia apparently did. not include 
the subject either. The discussion of North Vietnam, as indicated. by the 
record., "las limited to a,ssessments of the DRV' s military capabilities, 
particularly its air defenses, and. their implications for the feasibility 
of an air attack. Policy aspects of air operations against the North were 
not mentioned.. 101/ 

On the second. day of the conference , possible pressures to be applied. 
against North Vietnam were a prominent subj ect. How·ever, as reported. by 
William Bundy, the main context for the discussion "7as Laos -- what might 
have to be d.one in the event the current d.iplomatic track failed or the 
military situation deteriorated. Not contemplated, · it seems , were initia
tives against the North to relieve the current levels of pressure on Laos 
or South Vietnarr . Rather, consid.erable attention I'Tas given to preliminary 
steps that would. need. to be taken in order to prepare for actions necessary 
w~thin the context of a Laotian military contingency. 102/ 

One such step Vlould be consultation iyith allies ,vho might contr ibute 
to a ground. force contingent need.ed. for the d.efense. of Laos. 'I'he UK and. 
other SEATO nations "Tere cited as. particularly important contributors. The 
conferees agreed., however, that contingency preparations for Laos should 
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be und.ertaken outside the SEATO framework. As Secretary Rusk pointed out, 
"Souvanna Phouma might well calIon individual SEATO nations for help, but 
was less likely to call on SEATO as an organization." Besides, the French 
and. Pakistani were expected. to be obstructive and. the Philippines Govern
ment was regard.ed. as presenting a constant threat of untimely leaks. Con
sensus was reached. that the starting point for our bilateral consultations 
should be Thailand, since that government's confidence in the sincerity 
of the U.S. commitment seemed. particularly needful of being shored. up. 
At the meeting, Ambassador Martin echoed. the themes ,.rhich he had. reported. 
earlier in cables -_ that the Thais were not convinced that ,.le meant to stop 
the course in Southeast Asia and. probably would. not :partici:pate in or per
mit allied. troop build.-ups in their country without firmer assurances than 
had. been given in the past. 103/ 

Another preliminary step discussed by the conferees was the d.esira
bility of obtaining a Congressional resolution prior to wider U.S. action 
in S~lUtheast Asia. Ambassador Lodge questioned. the need. for it if we were 
to confine our actions to "tit-for-tat lt air attacks against North Vietnam. 
HOI.rever, Secretaries McNamara and. Rusk and. CIA Director McCone all argued. 
in favor of the resolution. In support, McNamara pointed. to the need. to 
guarantee South Vietnam's defense against retaliatory air attacks and. against 
more drastic r eactions by North Vietnam and Cornmunist China. He "add.ed. that 
it might be necessary, as the action unfolded .... to d.eploy as many as seven 
divisions.1t Rusk noted that some of the military requirements might involve 
the calling up of reserves, always a touchy Congressional issue: He also 
stated. that public opinion on our Southeast Asian poliCY was badly divided. 
in the United. States at the moment and. that therefore, the President needed 
an affirmation of support. 104/ ' 

Next, the discussion turned. to present estimates of communist reaction 
to attacks on North Vietnam: 

"General Taylor summarized. the present Hashington 
view , to the effect that there >'rould certainly be stepped
up Viet Cong activity in South Vietnam Comm-~nist Chinese . . ' an mlght be sent to North Vietnam, Hanoi itself might 
send. some ground forces south (though probably only on 
a limited scale ), and there was the final possibility 
that t~e . Communist Chinese would. respond. with signifi
cant mllltary action. As to the last, he made clear 
that he did not visualize a 'yellOlv horde' of Chinese 
pouring into Southeast Asia, and that air interdiction 
could. have a significant effect in reducing the number 
of forces the Communist Chinese could send down and. 
support •.. ln any case, he said. that the wilitary judg
ment was that seven ground divisions would. be needed. 
i~ th~ Communist Chinese employed. their full ca:pabili
tles In the dry season; and five divisions even in the 
,.ret season. The need.ed. five-seven divisions could. come 
in :part from the Thai and. others, but a major 'share would 
have to be borne by the U.S. 
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Secretary McNamara said. that before we und.ertook 
attacks against the North, we certainly had to be prepared 
to meet threats at the level stated. by General Taylor. 
Mr. McCone agreed. with this point, but went on to say 
that there vlas a serious Cluestion about the effect of 
major d.eployments on Communist Chinese reactions. The 
intelligence commQDity was inclined. to the view that the 
more sUbstantial the d.eployment, the greater the possi
ble chance of a drastic Communis t Chinese reaction. 
General Taylor commented. that und.er present plans it was 
not cont emplated. that vle should. have d.eployment of all 
the potentially necessary forces at the outset. \ATe were 
thinking along the lines of a brigad.e to the northern 
part of South Vietnam, two to three brigades to Thailand, 
consid.erable naval deployments , and some alerting of other 
forces in the U. S. and. elsewhere. Even this, hOvlever, 
added. up to a significant scale of activity .•• 

Secretary McNamara noted. that all this planning was 
on the basis that a really drastic communist reaction 
was possible, and. vl.as not based. on any judgment that it 
was probable. Tne best current view was that appropri
ately limited attacks on the North would not bring in 
Communist Chinese air or North Vietnam or Communist 
Chine~e ground. forces. HO>tTever, it '-las still essential 
that He be prepared. against these eventualities. 

Ambassador Lodge asked. whether the Communist Chinese 
.could. not in fact mount almost any number of forces they 
chose. General Taylor and. Admiral Felt said. they could. 
not do so and support them- to the extent reCluired.;.Secre
tary McNamara then went on to say that the possibility of 
major ground. action also led. to a serious Cluestion of 
having to use nuclear weapons at some point. Admiral 
Felt respond.ed. emphatically that there was no possible 
vlay to hold. off the communists on the ground w'i thout the 
use of tactical nuclear weapons, and that it vTas essential 
that the commanders be given the freedom to use these as 
had. been assumed. und.er the various plans. He said. that wi th
out nuclear weapons the ground. force reCluirement was and. 
had always been completely out of reach. General Taylor 
was more d.oubtful as to the existence or at least to the 
d.egree of the nuclear ''leapon r eCluirement, and. again the 
point was not really followed. up. 

Secretary Rusk said. that another possibility we must 
consid.er vrould. be the Soviets stirring up trouble else
where. We should d.o everything we could. to minimize this 
risk, but it too must be consid.ered. He went on to stress 
the nuclear Cluestion, noting that in the l ast t en years 
this had. come to include the possibility of a nuclear ex
change, with all that this involved .. 
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General Taylor noted. that there was a danger of 
reasoning ourselves into inaction. From a military point 
of view, he said. that the U. S. could. function in South
east Asia about as well as anywhere in the world. except 
Cuba. Mr. McCone made the po int that th:; pas sage of the 
Congressional resolution would. in itself be an enormous 
d.eterrent. This led. to brief discussion of the text of 
the resolution, which was read. by Mr. Sullivan ..• 

Discussion then shifted. to what the Viet Cong could. 
d.o in South Vietnam if we struck the North. General 
Westmoreland. thought there v.;as not a significant unused. 
Viet Cong capability, but Ambassador Lodge thought there 
was a major capability for terrorism and. even for mili
tary action against Saigon, and. that in sum the Viet Cong 
I could. make Saigon uninhabitable. I" 105/ 

Finally, the conferees dealt with the crucial question of how soon 
the United, states and. the GVN would. be prepared. to engage in wider military 
actions should. the need, arise. For several r easons , the consensus seemed. 
to be that such actions should. be delayed. for some time yet. "Secretary 
Rusk thought we should not be considering quick action unless ~he Pathet 
Lao lunged. to,·.;ard. the Mekong." Discussion yield.ed. several things we could 
do in the interim to strengthen the current government position in Laos 
(i.e., re-equip Kong LeIs neutralist forces as an aid. to Phouma's FAR; 
back Souvanna IS d.emand. for pr'econdi tions before any reconvening of the 
Geneva Conference; support the RLAF T-28 operations). General Taylor pointed. 
to the prior need to educate the American public regarding U.S. interests 
in Southeast Asia. Secretary McNamara thought this would require at least 
30 days. 

Generals Taylor and. Westmoreland. then listed. a number of military 
factors that affected. the question of timing , although stating that these 
referred. to "an optimum military posture": 

1. The add.i tional Vietnamese aircraft would not 
be available until July for tl'TO squadrons and. September 
for another . However, B-57 1 s could. be introduced. at any 
time.and operated. on a FARMGATE basis. 

2. There w'ere logistic factors, shipping require
ments, and the call-up of some logistic reserve units in
volved in having five-seven divisions ready for action, 
and. these -rould. take two months to be sc,,:,ted, out properly. 

3. It was desirable if not essential to build. up 
military manpower in South Vietnam. He would like to 
be in a position to have 12 battalions that could be 
freed, for deployment along the Laos border. 
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4. The rainy season was a factor precluding any 
substantial offensive in the pa~~andle area until mid
November. 

They add.ed that General Khanh 's political basp. was not as strong as we 
wished and. that it might not be so until the end of the year. This factor 
was also cited by other conferees as being a reason for d.elay. 106/ 

C. The Need. to Refine Plans and Resolve Issues. 

Immediately follo"Ting the Honolulu Conference, its Chairman, 
Secretary Rusk, reported. to Presid.ent Johnson, presumably making some 
recommendations . Although a record. of this discussion is not available, 
Ass't Secretary Bundy 's brief to Rusk just prior to his White House meet
ing may provid.e a clue to the thrust of the Secretary's r emarks. Citing 
a IIsome'\vhat less pessimistic estimate" of conditions in South Vietnam, 
the "somewhat sha.ky" but hopeful situation i n laos, and the military tim
ing factors reported. above, Bundy counseled. taking more time "to refine 
our plans and. estimates." Criticizing CINCPAC's presentation on military 
planning, he stated. that it II served. largely to highlight some of the diffi
cult issues we still have. II These he id.entified. as : "(1) the likely ef
fect s of force re~uirements for any significant operations against the 
jJaotiai/ Panhandle II ; (2) the trad.e-off between the precautionary advan
tages of a major build.-up of forces prior to wid.er action and.-the possible 
disadvantages of distorting the signal of our limited. objectives; (3) the 
sensitivity of estimates of. communi st reactions to different levels and. 
tempos of a military build.-up; and (4) the need. for II more refined. target
ing and. a clearer d.efinition of just what should be hit and. how thoroughly, 
and. above all, for what objective. 1I 107/ 

In particular, Bundy emphasized. to Secretary Rusk the need. for 
immediate efforts in the i nformation and intelligence areas. These were 
need.ed, he said, IIboth for the sake of refining our plans and. for prepar
ing materials to use for eventual support of wider action if d.ecid.ed. upon ll 

particularly to support the diplomatic track in Laos. He called for "an 
urgent U.S. information effort" to IIget at the basic d.oubts of the value 
of Southeas t Asia and. the importance of our stake there ... " However, not
ing the problem of "handling the high d.egree of expectations flowing from 
the conference itself, II Bundy recommend.ed. "careful guidance and consid.eration 
of high-level statements and. speeches in the next t,VQ ",eeks" to assure that 
our posture appeared. firm. 108/ . 

Rusk was accompanied. at the White House meeting by other high
ranking Honolull1 conferees . Bundy's reactions to Honolulu ,.Tere forward.ed. 
to Secretary McNamara, Mr . McCone and. General Taylor prior to the meeting.109/ 
Events vlhich followed the l ate afternoon meeting of 3 June provid.e an indi
cation of the discussion that probably occl~red. 
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D. The Aftermath of Honolulu. 

The importance of combining appearances of a firm posture with 
efforts to reduce public doubts on U.S. interests in Southeast Asia appar
ently struck a responsive chord. in the White House. In the military area, 
the Presid.ent apparently recognized. the need. for more and. better informa
tion, but d.id. not convey a sense of urgency regard.ing its acquisition. 
Possibly just following the meeting, Secretary McNamara expressed. his wish 
to ·d.iscuss North Vietnamese targets and. troop movement capabilities with 
the JCS on 8 June. 110/ The following day, he communicated. interest to 
the Joint Staff in obtaining "facts and statistics" on Haiphong harbor traf
fic; existing plans for mining the harbor; impacts of such operations on 
different i mport categories; and alternative DRV importation facilities. 111/ 
On the other hand., non-committing military actions which could. improve our 
image in Southeast Asia w'ere given immed.iate approval. On the same day 
he received. the request for Haiphong mining information, the Director of 
the Joint Staff informed. the Army of a McNamara d.irective calling for "imme
d.iate action .•. by the Army to improve the effectiveness and read.iness status 
of its materiel prestocked for possible use in Southeast Asia." Specifically, 
the Secretary ordered. (1) augmenting the stockage at Korat, in Thailand., to 
support a RQ~ Infantry Brigade and. (2) giving first priority at the Okinawa 
Army Forward. Depot to stocking non-air-transportable equipment required. by 
an airlifted. ROi'ill Infantry Brigade. 112/ In keeping with the' Administra
tion I s current pOlicy rationale, the augmentation of contingen,cy war stocks 
in Thailand. was given extensive press coverage . 113/ 

In non-mili ta17Y areas, the President apparently encouraged. further 
examination of the vital i ssues which impacted on national commitment and. 
public support. Soon after the 3 June meeting , "lork "las begun under State 
Department guidance to assemble information in answer to some of the preva-
lent public questions on Southeast Asian involvement . For example, on 
10 June, the Department of Defense was asked. to furnish responses to 27 
questions developed. in State, as a fall-out of the d.iscussions in Honolulu. 114/ 
Similar questions became a frequent focus for interd.epartmental correspondence 
and. meet ings in the coming weeks. Paralleling this effort was an examination 
of the d.esirability of r equesting a Congressional resolution. On the same 
day tha.t OSD received State I s request to furnish information, 8,n interagency 
meeting was held. to d.iscuss the inrplications which a resolution would. have 
for the U.S. policy position and. the public rationale which its acceptance 
would demand.. The relative advantages of having or not having a r esolution 
vTere also considered.. 115/ 

To supplement recommendations coming from Honolulu, the President 
apparently sought add.itional guidance to help sort out the alternatives 
ava.ilable to him. Soon after receiving repor'cs from the Honolulu confer
ence, he sent a request to Walt Rostow to prepare a public statement for 
him, d.etailing a Governmental view of U. S. policy and. commitments in South
east Asia. As most likely expected., the rationale and. discussion ,vhich 
r esulted. took a more aggressive approach than the prevailing views at Hono
lulu and. ,'fere not used .• 116/ In fact, President Johnson d.id not deliver 
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a major policy address during the coming weeks, relying on ne"rs conferences 
and speeches by other officials to state the official vie\{. In contrast 
to the Rostow approach, his new'S conference of 23 June and Secretary Rusk's 
speech at Williams College, 14 June, emphasized the U.S. determination to 
support its Southeast Asian allies, but avoided any direct challenge to 
Hanoi and Peking or any hint of intent to increase our military commit
ment. 117/ 

In addition, the President asked his advisers the basic question, 
"WOUld the rest of Southeast Asia necessarily fall if Laos and South Viet
nam came under North Vietnamese control?" On 9 June, the Board of National 
Estimates, CIA, provided a response, stating: 

"With the possible exception of Cambodia, it is likely 
that no nation in the area "rould quickly succumb to com
munism as a result of the fall of Laos and South Vietnam. 
Furthermore, a continuation of the spread of communism 
in the area would not be inexorable, and any spread which 
did occur vTould take time -- time in which the total situ
ation might change in any of a number of ways unfavorable 
to the communist cause." 118/ 

The statement \'Tent on to argue that the loss of South Vietnam and Laos 
"WOUld be profoundly damaging to the U. S. position in the Far East," be
cause of its impact on U.S. prestige and on the credibility of our other 
commitments to contain the spread of communism. It did not suggest that 
such a loss lvould affect the "rider D. S. interest in containing overt mili
tary attacks . Our island base, it argued, would probably still enable 
us to employ enough military p01iTer in the area to deter Hanoi and Peking 
from this kind of aggression. It cautioned, hOl{ever, that the leadership 
in Peking (as ,{ell as Hanoi) would profit directly by being able to justify 
its militant pOlicies with demonstrated success and by having raised "its . 
prestige as a leader of World Communism" at the expense of the more moder
ate USSR. 

E. Sources of Moderate Advice 

The strength of the Board's "larning VlaS weakened by two signifi
cant caveats. The firs t linked the estimate's less-than-alarmist vie,{ 
to a clearly '''vorst case": 

"This memorandum assumes a clear-cut commll..n.ist vic
tory in these countries, i.e., a withdra"ral of U.S. forces 
and virtual elimination of U. S. presence in Indochina, 
either preceded or soon follo"l-red by the establishment of 
communist regimes in Laos and South Vietnam . The results 
of a fuzzier, piecemeal victory, such as one staged through 
a 'neutralist ' phase , \'Tould probably be similar, though 
somelvhat less sharp and severe ." 119/ 
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The second. indicated. that even in the worst case, the United. States would 
retain some leverage to affect the outcome . They argued that tithe extent 
to which individua l countries would. move away from the U.S. towards the 
communists would. be significantly affected. by the substance and. manner 
of U. S. policy ~ n the period. following the lo:=;s of Laos and. South Vietnam." 

The largely mod.erating tone of this estimate of the d.egree to 
which U. S. vi tal interests vrere in jeopardy in Southeast Asia tend.ed. to 
be reinforced. by the views of the President's highest-level advisers on 
military matters. On his "my to the Honolulu Conference, CJCS Taylor had. 
forward ed. Ivithout d.etailed. comment the JCS recommendation for courses of 
action in Southeast Asia. 120/ On 5 June, after his return, he submitted. 
highly critical comments, together with his preferred alternative to the 
JCS proposal, to Secretary McNamara. 121/ Five days later, the Secretary 
communicated. his approval of General Taylor's vievTs and. no doubt conveyed. 
the flavor, if not the d.etails, of them to the "lmi te House. 122/ 

The nature of these vievTs shared. by the Presid.ent' s tvTO top mili
tary advisers indicates a rejection of the concept of trying to force the 
DRV to reverse its policies by striking North Vietnam with punishing blows. 
The JCS hacl stated. the view that only by initiating military actions d.e 
signed. to d.estroy the DRV's will and. capab ilities could we reasonably ex-
pect to compel it to termina te its support of the insurgencies in South 
Vietnam and. Laos. But they had. exoressed their support of certain recommend.ed. 
limited. actions as "an initial mea~ure tl d.irected. toward. causing the DRV 
"to d.ecid.e to terminate their subversive support." 123/ General Taylor. 
argued. tha t these two alternatives were not tl an accurate or complete expres
sion of our choices." He suggested. three patterns from which the United 
States "may choose. to initiate the attack on North Vietnam, tI in d.escend.-
ing order or weight: 

"a. A massive air attack on all significant mili
tary targets in North Vietnam for the purpose of d.estroy-
ing them and. thereby making the enemy incapable of continuing 
to assist the Viet Cong and. the Pathet Lao. 

b. A lesser attack on some significant part of the 
military target system in North Vietnam for the dual pur
pose of convincing the enemy that it is to his interest 
to desist from aiding the Viet Cong and. the Pathet Lao, 
and., if possible, of obtaining his cooperation in calling 
off the insurgents in South Vietnam and. Laos. 

c. D'emonstrative strikes against limited military 
targets to show U. S. readiness and. intent to pass to al
ternatives b or a above. These d.emonstrative strikes 
,,,ould. have the same dual purpose as in alternative E,." 

Stating a personal preference for the second, he noted. the probability 
that "political cons iderations will incline our responsible civilian offi
cials to opt for [the thir§ alternative. '1 Therefore, his reco!!illl.endation 
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to the Secretary vras that the JCS be asked to develop a strike plan based, 
on the assumption that a d.ecision was made to implement the third. alterna
tive. 124/ 

It is clear that the JCS not only preferred the larger attacks -
directed against both DRV capabilities and. will -- but intended that they 
be implemented. in the near future. HOI.rever, there is no indication that 
the CJCS urged. prompt i mplementation -- even of ~he limited measures he 
linked vri th pressures against DRV 'Yrill alone . Neither view' was supported. 
"rith an explanation of why it was expected, that the preferred. course of 
action might be successful or with any analysis of what lesser results 
might lead. to in the way of next steps by either side or of likely public 
reactions. 

F. The President Decides. 

The Presidential reaction to these various patterns of advice 
and. the different assessments of national interest is not evident in the 
available d.ocuments. However, it can be surmised. from the pattern of events 
surround,ing the effort to obtain a Congressional resolution. As will be 
recalled., a r esolution was recommended. to the President in late Mayas one 
of a series of events to include the Canadian's mission to Hanoi, the Hono
lulu Conference, and. consultations vrith allies. It also fit in \-rith the 
emphasis on public information and, a firm posture that stemmed. from the 
Honolulu meeting . Its intend.ed. purpose was to dramatize and make clear 
to other nations the firm resolve of the United. States Government in an . 
election year to support the President in taking whatever action was neces
sary to resist communist aggression in Southeast Asia. 

The week of 8 June saw the planning for a Congressional resolu-
tion being brought to a head. By 10 June there was firm support for it 
on the part of most agencies , despite r ecognition that obtaining it vloulo .. 
require a vigorous public campaign, a likely requirement of which would. be 
a "substantial increase in the commitment of U.S. prestige and. pOvrer to 
success in Southeast Asia." Therefore, at the meeting held on that day, 
five basic "disagreeable questions" 'were identified for '\·rhich the Adminis
tr8,tion vrould. have to provide convincing answers to assure public support. 125/ 
These includ.ed, : (1) Does this imply a blank check for the President to go 
to war in Southeast Asia? (2) What kinds of force could. he employ u..rlder 
this authorization? (3) ~Vhat change in the situation (if any) requires 
the resolution now? (4) Can't our objectives be attained. by means othe:r 
than U.S. military force? (5) Does Southeast Asia mean enough to U.S. 
national interests? 

By June 12, after a temporary d.i version caused, by Souvanna Phouma' I:) 
"rithdravral and, reaffirmation of permission to continue the reconnaissance 
flights, much of the rationale in support of the resolution \<Tas formulated,. 
Even though the Administration did. not expect "to move in the near future 
to military action against North Vietnam," it recognized. that significant 
changes in the l ocal situations in both Laos and, South Vietnam were beyond, 
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our control and. could. compel us to reconsider this position." Although 
our diplQmatic track in Laos appeared hopeful, and. our nmv firm escorted. 
reconnaissance operations provided. an image of U.S. resolve to complement 
the Polish negotiating scheme, we needed to be able to augment this posture 
in the event negotiations stalemated. If Souvanna were to become discour
aged, or if Khann "Tere to vie"T our efforts to obtain a Laotian settlement 
as a sign of willingness to alter our objectives, we would. need. additional 
d.emonstrations of our firmness to keep these lead.ers from being demoralized .. 
Since add.itional military actions in Laos and South Vietnam d.id. not hold. 
much promis e, actions or the strong threat of actions against the North might 
need. to be consid.ered. . For these reasons, an iIP.mediate Congressional reso
lution was believed. required as "a continuing demonstration of U.S. firmness 
and for complete flexibility in the hands of the Executive in the coming 
political months." fjjjJ 

A crucial interagency meeting was held at the State Department on 
15 June to hold final discussions on the recommendation for a resolution 
to be sent to the President. The meeting "Tas scheduled. from the White House 
and. included. Secretaries Rusk and. McNamara , their principal advisers on 
the subject, and. McGeorge Bundy. 127/ On the afternoon of the meeting, 
a memorandum was distributed. by Bundy to the participants, which provided. 
a rather clear picture of current ~fuite House attitudes toward. the resolu
tion -- and. by implication, of the President 's judgment on the issue of 
preparing to take hard.er measures against North Vietnam. 

The memorandum dealt with one subject only -- "actions that would 
remain open to us in varying combinations in the event that we do not now 
decide on major military operations against North Vietnam and do not now 
decid.e to seek a Congressional r esolution." It then listed und.er the cate
gories of "military" and. "political," those actions which were withlli an 
acceptable r ange of U. S . capability, as follo,vs: 

"Possible military actions 

a. Reconnaissance, reconnaissance-strike, and T-28 
operations in all parts of Laos. 

b. Small-scale reconnais sance strike operations, 
after appropriate provocation, in North Vietnam (initially 
VNAF?) . 

c. VNAF strike operations in Laotian corridors. 

d. Ltio.ited. air and. sea deployments toward Southeast 
Asia, and. still more limited ground. troop movements. 
(Maj or ground. force deployments seem more questionable, 
without a deci s ion "to go north" in some form.) 

Political actions 

a. Internationally -- a continued and. increased 
effort to maximize support 'for our diplomatic track in 
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Laos and. our political effort in South Vietnam. Higher 
authority particularly d.esires a maximum effort with our 
allies to increase their real and visible presence in 
support of Saigon. 

b. Laos -- an intensive effort to &ustain Souvanna 
and. to restrain the right wing from any rash act against 
the French. Possible increase of direct support and. assis
tance to Kong Le in appropriate ways. 

c. South Vietnam -- rapid d.evelopment of the critical 
province program and. the information program, strengthening 
of country team, and shift of U. S. role from advice to'lvard. 
direction; emphatic and. continued. discouragement of all coup 
plots; energetic public support for Khanh Government. 

d.. In the U. S. -- continued. reaffirmation and. expand.ed 
explanation of the above lines of action, with opposition 
to both aggressive adventure and withdrmval, and. a clear open 
door to selected. action of the sort included in above Possi
ble military actions .. " 128/ 

The files contain no record. of the discussion that occurred. at 
the 15 June meeting, but in this memorandum, the guidance provid.ed, from 
the Hhi te House was evident : Unless drastic measures were provoked. from. 
"the other side, " there were .still a number of political and, military ac
tions available which appeared to enable the United States to d.emonstrate 
an increasingly firm resistance without the need, to risk major escalation. 
Moreover, such actions would not risk embarking on a d.epth or d.irection of 
commitment in which the United States would. sacrifice policy flexibility. 
As the "\'Jhi te HOuse memorandum concluded., the actions were listed. with the 
assumption that "d.efense of U.S. interests is possible, within these limits, 
over the next six months. II 129/ 
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